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ABSTRACT 
Brouwer published a method of calculating perturbations in rectangular 
coordinates. 
higher o rde r s  on a digital computer. 
It is the most  convenient, streamlined method to be ca r r i ed  to 
A general  computer program to compute the f i r s t -o rde r  theory by this 
method has been constructed.  
involved has been avoided, being replaced by single- and double -harmonic 
analysis techniques. 
L i te ra l  expansion of the various functions 
The p r o g r a m ' s  input consists of the sequence number of the perturbing and 
the perturbed planets and the number of points used in the harmonic analysis.  
The output is the Four i e r  s e r i e s  representation of the f i r s t -order  perturbations 
in the rectangular coordinates. 
Two approaches for  solving for  the constants of integration have been 
incorporated into the program. 
position and velocity a r e  equal to given quantities a t  the initial epoch. 
second, following Brouwer and Clemence, a s sumes  that the perturbations in  
the z coordinate do not contain sin I, cos I and that the perturbations in 
the longitude do not contain the terms Co, C t, sin I, o r  cos  I, where I 
is the mean anomaly of the disturbed planet, Co and C 
the t ime f r o m  epoch. 
The f i r s t  a s sumes  that the perturbations in 
The 
1 
a r e  constants, and t is 1 
The program has been applied to compute the f i r s t -o rde r  theory of M a r s  
a s  perturbed by the other planets. The planetary elements employed by 
Clemence in his theory of Mars  were  used for  a numerical  check on our  
program. Our resul ts  agree  almost  exactly with those of Clemence. 
V 
Another check c a r r i e d  out successfully through the p rogram was to prove 
that the F o u r i e r  representat ion of the  per turbat ions expresses analytically 
the differential  equation defining these perturbations.  
The program is so constructed that it can compute higher o rde r  t e r m s  
once the f i r s t - o r d e r  terms a r e  available. 
compute the f i r s t -o rde r  theory of all the planets except Pluto. 
for  that  work  are given in the appendix of this report .  
The p rogram has  been applied to 
The results 
Brouwer a publi; une me'thode pour ca l cu le r  des  pe r tu rba t ions  en 
coordonn6es r ec t angu la i r e s .  
n i e n t e  
c a l c u l e r  d i g i t a l e .  
C ' e s t  la mdthode s impl i f  ie'e l a  p l u s  convd- 
stre employge jusqu'aux p l u s  grands o rd res  s u r  une machine & 
Un programme pour machine & c a l c u l e r  o r d i n a i r e  a d t i  f a i t  a f i n  de 
c a l c u l e r  par  c e t t e  me'thode l a  t h i o r i e  jusqu'au premier ordre .  
i v i t k  un diveloppernent consciencieux des  d i f f 6 r e n t e s  fonc t ions  impliqu<es, 
en l e  remplasant par  des  techniques d 'ana lyse  A simple e t  double harnio- 
nique. 
Nous avons 
L'entre'e du programme se compose des nombres des  p l an&tes  per tur -  
bantes  e t  per turb6es  e t  du nombre de p o i n t s  u t i l i s g s  dans l ' a n a l y s e  har-  
monique. 
pe r tu rba t ion  du premier ordre  en coordonnges r ec t angu la i r e s ,  
La s o r t i e  e s t  l a  repre 'sentdtion en d r i e s  de Four ie r  de l a  
Deux approches ont dte' incorporges dans l e  programme pour re'soudre 
l e s  va l eu r s  des  cons tan tes  d ' i n t 6 g r a t i o n .  La premi6re admet qu.2 l e s  
pe r tu rba t ions  en p o s i t i o n  e t  v i t e s s e  son t  dgales  des  quan t i tg s  donne'es 
1'6poqrie i n i t i a l e .  La seconde, su ivant  Brouwer e t  Cle'mence, admet que 
l a  pe r tu rba t ion  en coordonne'es z ne c o n t i e n t  pas  s i n  A ,  c o s 1  e t  que la  
pe r tu rba t ion  en longi tude  ne con t i en t  pas  l c s  termes C C t ,  s i n  4 ,  ou 
cos  1 ,  o& 1 e s t  l 'anomalie  moyenne de l a  p l an&te  per turbde,  Co e t  C1 
son t  des  cons tan tes  e t  t e s t  l e  temps depuis l'e'poque i n i t i a l e .  
0'  1 
vi 
Le programme a e ' t e ' m i s  en p r a t i q u e  pour c a l c u l e r  jusqu 'au  premier  
o r d r e  l a  t h k o r i e  de Mars, en t a n t  que p e r t u r b 6  p a r  l e s  a u t r e s  p l a & t e s .  
Les ;l&ments p l a n g t a i r e s  employ4s p a r  Clgmence dans sa t h 6 o r i e  de Mars 
on t  e'te' u t i l i s e ' s  pour une v e ' r i f i c a t i o n  nume'rique de n o t r e  prwgramme. 
N o s  r e ' s u l t a t s  s 'aceordent  presque exactement avec ceux de Clgmence. 
Une a u t r e  v g r i f i c a t i o n  f a i t e  avec succ&s duran t  l e  programme f u t  
de prouver  que l a  r e p r k s e n t a t i o n  de F o u r i e r  de l a  p e r t u r b a t i o n  exprime 
analyt iquement  l ' e ' qua t ion  d i f f e ' r e n t i e l l e  d g f i n i s s a n t  c e t t e  p e r t u r b a t i o n .  
Le programm,? e s t  f a i t  de faqon pouvoir  c a l c u l e r  l e s  termes de p l u s  
grand o r d r e  une f o i s  que l l o n  possi.de l e s  termes du premier  o rd re .  
programme a e'te' m i s  e n  p r a t i q u e  pour c a l c u l e r  l a  the 'or ie  jusqu 'au  premier  
o r d r e  de t o u t e s  l e s  p l a n & t e s ,  P lu ton  except&.  Les r k s u l t a t s  de c e  t ra -  




FIRST-ORDER PLANETARY THEORY 
Perturbations in Rectangular Coordinates, Hansen's 
Variables, Longitude, and Distance 
S. E. Hamid 
1. INTRODUCTION 
General  planetary theory is one of the domains of celest ia l  mechanics 
where the computer can play a decisive role. Unfortunately, the pioneer 
work of Leve r r i e r  (e.g. , 1876), Newcomb (e. g . ,  1895), and Hill (1890) in  
that field, and the different analytical methods they used, cannot be con- 
veniently developed with the present  computing potentialities. 
pursuing that work to second-, third-,  and higher-order  perturbations 
involves intricate algebra that would be complicated for programming on 
the computer. It i s  not ve ry  surprising, therefore,  that no ser ious attempts 
have been made to reexamine the work of these ear ly  pioneers in the light 
of present-day facilities. 
In addition, 
Clemence (1949, 1961), however, developed a theory of Mars  using 
Hansen's method. 
of the third-order  te rms .  
when only automatic calculators were  available, we can s e e  that it is ra ther  
difficult to adapt Hansen's method for an electronic computer, especially 
when second- and third-order  perturbations a r e  considered. 
It is complete to the second o rde r  and includes a l so  some 
F r o m  his  work, which was c a r r i e d  out at a t ime 
This work was supported in  pa r t  by grant  NGR 09-015-002 f rom the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
1 
The challenge of producing a general  planetary theory that can  be 
developed to  any order  on a computer was successfully met  by Brouwer 
(1944; Brouwer and Clemence, 1961), who evolved a ve ry  elegant method of 
calculating the perturbations in rectangular coordinates. This i s ,  in my 
opinion, the most  s t reamlined and adequate method to be ca r r i ed  to higher 
orders ,  and it is surpr is ing that it has not received m o r e  attention. 
knowledge it has been applied just  once, by Davis ( 1 9 5 2 ) ,  to the motion of 
Eunike, t o  f i r s t -o rde r  perturbations only and with the effect of only one planet 
on the as te ro id  Eunike considered. 
To my 
The method was given by Brouwer up to the second o rde r  and for one 
perturbing planet. 
and for m o r e  than one perturbing planet is obvious, and is given in Section 2. 
Section 3 gives, for  completeness,  Brouwer 's  solution of the problem, while 
Section 4 outlines the proposed approach of Brouwer 's  method with a digital 
computer. 
planets in the so la r  sys tem except Pluto. 
An extension of the method to include third-order  terms 
Section 5 gives the resu l t s  fo r  the f i r s t -order  theory of all the 
2 
2. DEVELOPMENT O F  BROUWER'S THEORY TO THE THIRD ORDER 
A s  a plane of reference,  l e t  us take the orbi ta l  plane of the disturbedplanet 
a t  given epoch T 
velocity of the disturbed planet a t  the epoch. 
Consider the elliptic orbit  defined by the position and 0'  
We define a se t  of rectangular 
axes  OX, OY, 02 with the origin 0 a t  the sun: OX is directed toward the 
perihelion of the elliptic orbit  of the disturbed planet a t  the epoch, OY i s  in 
the plane of the elliptic orbi t  directed 90" ahead of the perihelion, and OZ is 
selected to fo rm a right-hand system; 
pole of the plane of the elliptic orbi t  at the epoch. 
i. e . ,  it is directed toward the north 
With respec t  to this set  of axes, the position of the disturbed planet a t  
any t ime t ,  i f  a l l  the perturbing forces  a r e  put to zero,  will be  simply 
defined through the equations of motion for  the two-body problem, namely, 
= r s in  v and z = 0, where r and v a r e  the heliocentric xo = r o  cos 0' yo 0 0' 0 0 0 
distance and the t rue  anomaly, respectively. 
Because of the perturbation of planets, however, the position a t  any t ime 
= 6x, y - yo = by, and z = 6 z  a r e  xO t will be given by x, y, and z, where x - 
quantities of the first order .  
The differential equations, given by Brouwer, defining the quantities 
6x, 6y, and62 a r e  
(x 6 x  t y 6y) = G , 5 0 0 X 
' 0  
- d2 6 2  t 3 6 Z  
dt ' 0  
= G  
2 '  
3 
2 where  p = k (1 t m), k being the gauss i an  cons tan t  and m the m a s s  of the 
d i s tu rbed  planet.  
The  quant i t ies  G G and G a r e  given by Brouwer  to the second o r d e r  x’ y’ Z 
with the e f fec t  of one d is turb ing  planet cons ide red .  
L e t  Glx, G G l z  r e p r e s e n t  the p a r t s  of G G G containing the 1Y’ x’ y’ z 
3Y’ 
GZz the  second-o rde r  terms, and Ggx, G 
We then have, accord ing  to  Brouwer ,  the fo l -  
G2xJ G2y’ f i r s t - o r d e r  t e r m s ,  
G3z the t h i r d - o r d e r  t e r m s .  
lowing e x p r e s s i o n s  fo r  G 1 x’ Gly9 G l z  and GZx, GZy2 Gzz: 
2 aZRo aZRo 
- - a Ro 6x t 6 Y  t 6z 
0 0  0 
2 
0 G ~ x  ax  
aZRo 
’ ax a y  .6Yj 
0 01 
15 h) 7 6 x 6 ~  
0 
r 5 0 r 
6Y 2 f T 5  3 xO 6.;] 
0 r r 
4 
2 
X 0 xo yo 
2 
- 15 -) 6 x b y  7 
0 r r 
3 
$ - -  3 '0 6z 21 . 
2 5  
0 r r 
2 
a2R0 a2Ro 
a Z  ay  + 6x t - - 0 0  G2z azOaxO 
6 2  t 3 7 6 y 6 z  YO 
0 
r 
( 3 )  
In expressions (2) and ( 3 ) ,  R is the disturbing function, and by  sum- 0 
mation f rom 1 to n over j ,  we mean summation over the n disturbing planets. 
o y  yo, and z a r e  the coordinates of the disturbed planet, i f  The quantities x 
we assume their  unperturbed elliptic orbit  a t  epoch T 
and z Similarly, xojy yoj, 
0 
as mentioned above. 0' 
a r e  the coordinates of the disturbing planet j. 
0 j 
5 
The quantities 6x, by, and 6 2  a r e  the perturbations in coordinates of the 
disturbed planet, while 6 x  
the disturbing planet j. 
byj, and 6 2 .  a r e  the corresponding values for 
jy  1 
The expression for Ro is 
where m. is the m a s s  of the disturbing planet j ,  p i s  the mutual distance 
between the disturbed planet and the disturbing planet j ,  with their  elliptic 
orbi ts  assumed at epoch Toy  and r 
turbing planet j ,  with its unperturbed orbit  assumed at  epoch To.  We remem-  
her  that x 
axes defined a t  the beginning of this section. 
3 0 j 
is the heliocentric distance of the dis- 
O j  
and z and x yj, and z .  a r e  referred to the system of 
Oj’  Yoj’ O j  j’ 3 
The expressions (2)  and (3) are almost  exactly reproduced f r o m  
Brouwer’s  work, with a slight modification to include the effect of m o r e  
than one perturbing planet. 
and G3z can be  easily 
3Y’ 
Expressions of the th i rd-order  t e r m s  G3x, G 
obtained, following Brouwer’s  reasoning: 
1 a3R0 a3R0 83R0 
6 x 2  4- 2 6 x 6 y t  2 6x 6 z  - 
ax a Z  G3x - 2 - 3 0 a X O a Y O  0 0  ax 
a3R0 1 a 3R0 2 1 a 3R0 2 
6y6z  t - 2 6 z  ax a Z  -+ z -2 @ + axOayOazO ay ax 0 0  0 0  
6 
83R0 83R0 
6x .  6y .  t 6x. 62 
ax a x  2 j axOax  o j  aYoj J J axOax  Oj a 2  Oj ~j 
2 
6 X  
j=1  0 Oj 
a 3 ~ 0  2 a3RO 1 a3RO 6 2  2 
2 j  
6 . 6 z .  t - 
2 'j ' a x O a ~ O j a Z O j  'J 2 ax aZ  






1 a3R0 6X6Yj t 7 1 
6X6X. t 2 1 
ax a Z  axo a Y o j  0 Oj tZ 2 J 0 j ax, ax 
a 3 x0 1 a3R0 
6 y 6 y j  t - 1 83R0 1 t -  6 y 6 x .  t - 2 ax  ay  a z  6Y6zj  z axOaYOaxOj J 2 aXoaYoaY0j 0 0 Oj 
a3RO 1 a3RO 1 a3R0 
t -  6 z 6 x  f - 6z6Yj  2 ax  a Z  a Z  
1 
2 axOaxOjaz 0 j 2 axOayOjaz 0 0 0 Oj 
t -  
2 4 
3 X 
7 - 2 g  
0 r 0 r 0 
r 
2 2  2 
- p  
0 r 
105  xoyO) 3 
2 - (15 :",*o) 6 z 2 6 y  p T - 7 -  6 x  6 y  -29
0 r 0 r 
7 
83R0 a3R0 83R0 
6 x 2  t 2 6 x b y  t 6x6 z 
1 G = -  
a Y O a z o  
2 
3~ axoayo a X O a Y O  
1 a 3 ~ 0  a 3 ~ 0  6 y 6 z  t - 1 83R0 6Z 2 
2 +Z--+Y 4- 2 
aYO ay 0 0  a Z  a Y O a Z O  
a3R0 
6x. by. t 6x. 62 
J j  j=1 J J aYoaxojaz Oj 
1 a3R0 2 a3RO 1 a3RO 2 
a Y O a Y o  j 
83R0 
a3R0 1 a3RO 1 
2 b z j  
6 y j  6 z j  ' 2 a Y O a Z O j  2 &Yj ' aYOaYOjaZOj  tZ 
6 X 6 Z  bxby.  t - 6 X 6 X .  t - 1 f -  
J 2 ay  ax  a Z  j 0 0 Oj J 2 a y  a x  a y  2 ay  ax ax 0 0 Oj 0 0 Oj 
83R0 1 a3R0 1 a3R0 
2 ayOazOaxOj 6z6x.  J t - 2 aYoaZOaYOj 6 z 6 y j  z ayOazOazOj 
1 
t -  
0 
(45 xOyO - - -  105 ' i X O )  6y  2 6 x  
r r 
2 2  
105 -OYO) 2 
9 
0 
2 r  2 7  
6 x  6y - p 1 
r rO r9 0 0 
2 
0 r r 
8 
a3RO a3R0  
6 X 6 Z  6 x 6 y  t 2 2 6 x  + a x  a y  a Z  azOaxO 0 0 0  
- 1 a3RO 2 
ax  a Z  0 0  
G 3 z -  -2 
a3R0  a3RO 1 a 3 ~ 0  
6y2 t 2 6 y 6 z  t - -b z  
a z 3  a y  0 0  a Z  a Y p O  0 
1 +z 2 
a3R0  
6x. b z  








a3R0 2 a3R0  1 a3R0  6 2  2 
2 j  J j a Z  a z  
b y . 6 z  t - 2 'Yj a Z  ay  a Z  
0 O j  a Z O a Y O j  0 Oj Oj 
a3r0 
6 X 6 Z  
a 3 R O  1 a3RO t -  1 
a Z  0 a s  Oj axo J 2 azOayojaxO 6x6Yj 2 a Z  0 a Z  Oj ax 0 j bx6x. t - 
a3RO 1 a3r0 
1 6 z 6 y .  t - 
6 z 6 x j  ' 7 2 J a z 2 a z  
a3RO 
0 Oj a Z i  ax a z o  a Y o j  0 j 
3 1  
r 
- p. (15 7) 6 x 6 ~ 6 ~  . 
0 
9 / 1 0  
3. BROUWER’S SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS 
With the above definitions of the components G lxJ . .., GgZ we have 
Gx = G l x  t Gzx f G3x J 
G = G  t G  t G  
G = G  
Y 1Y 2Y 3Y ’ 
G2z G3z - Z 12 
Brouwer gives the solution of the differential equations (1) in the fol- 
lowing form: 
6 y = 6 y t b y  and 6 z = 6 z  , 1 2 1 2 1 6 x = 6 x t 6 x  , 
where 
aYO 
x a m o  Y 
ax  
b 2 x =  -3 p 2 L -4 G t -G ) d t d t  
11 
ax  2 -4 6 y = - 3 p  L 2 
61z = d$ ,sin E j d $  (cos  E - e)  G z dt  - (cos  E - e)  
X I dq s i n  E GZ d t  . (9) 
The quantities enclosed between double parentheses  in the integrand in the 
above expressions a r e  assumed to be constants during the process  of 
in t eg ration. 
F o r  convenience, the definitions of the t e r m s  in equations (9)  a r e  taken 
f r o m  Brouwer and Clemence (1961, pp. 398-414): 
1 ax o cos  + t an  (+/2) - ""01 
aLo na aa a a e  J 
12 
where 
a, n = semimajor  axis and mean  motion of the perturbed planet, a t  
initial epoch, 
e = s in  = eccentricity of the perturbed planet, a t  initial epoch, 
2 3  p = n a ,  
1 = m e a n  anomaly, 
0 a 2 ax -=  -a(l  t - s i n  E) , 
ae  r O  
1 e a s in  E t - cos + s i n  E cos E , r O  ae  
2 
0 
a -- -= c o s +  s i n E  , - =  - -  s in  E , aa aa aa r - c o s E - e  , 
a Y O  
aYO ax 
0 az aiij 
-= t x 0 -  -- - Y O  J 0 ’  cos E , 
a~~ - a2 cos 4 
aa r -- 
E, r being, respectively, the eccentr ic  anomaly and the heliocentric d i s -  
tance of the perturbed planet, based on its elements  at initial epoch. 
0 
13/14 
4. THE SUGGESTED DIGITAL COMPUTER APPROACH 
4. 1 Definitions 
We define the following quantities: 
F l l = / ( < G  ax t 3 G ) d t  , 
x a y )  Y 
F13 = ,(% al lO  G x t- arl0 G Y )d t  , 
G )d t  ; 
a x  
G )  dt  dt ; 
= d F ( c o s  E - e )  , q2 - 
91 
~ 3 1  = 1 4 1  G~ dt  , 
F32 Gz dt  . 
With the above definitions we can now wri te  equations (9) as 
15 
0 
ax  ax 
O F  - -  0 ax - -  0 ax  
Fi i  aWo F12 ’ 13 a Y o  F i 4  ’ a L O  6 x = -  1 
2 -4 
31J. Lo aw F21 ’ t i2X = - 
0 
6 z = q  2 F 31 - ’1 F32 . (1 4) 1 
Equations (10) to (14) a re ,  in fact, another representation of Brouwer’s 
solution. 
4. 2 The F i r s t -Orde r  Theory 
To c a r r y  out the solutions of equations (14) on a digital computer, we note 
that Gx, G 
f i r s t -o rde r  theory, then Gx, G G will be independent of 6x ,  by, 62. This 
is seen  a t  once f r o m  the definitions of Glx,  Gly, G lz .  
G a r e  functions of 6x, 6y, 62. However, if we s t a r t  with the 
Y’ z 
Y’ 
Therefore,  as a first approximation, we put 
G = G  G = G  , and G z  = G l z  . (15) X I x  ’ y l y  
Also ,  it will be understood that whenever we r e fe r  to perturbations,  we m e a n  
f i r s t -o rde r  perturbations,  a r i s ing  f r o m  the above definition of G Gy, Gz. XI 
To be m o r e  specific, and for  the convenience of presentation, we shall 
consider the disturbed planet to be Mars .  The expressions fo r  G G lx’ ly’ 
a r e  the summations of the effects of the various planets upon Mars .  G I Z  
1 6  
This means that 6x, dy, 6z a r e  composed of different par t s ,  each par t  
corresponding to  the effect  of a given planet on Mars ,  and therefore 
dependent on the mean  anomalies of M a r s  and that planet. 
In fact ,  if we denote by 6x4(k, 4),  6y4(k, 4),  6z4(k, 4) the perturbations of 
planet k on the rectangular coordinates of Mars ,  and by 6x4, 6y4, 6 z 4  t h e .  
perturbations of the rectangular coordinates of M a r s  a r i s ing  f r o m  all the 
planets, then we have 
n 
k= 1 
where it is obvious that k f 4. 
be evaluated separately fo r  given k. 
to f i r s t -order  theory, the differential equations (1)  defining the perturbation 
in rectangular coordinates can be rewri t ten for  each disturbing planet. 
We note that 6x4(k, 4), 6y4(k, 4), 6z4(k, 4)  can  
In fact, a s  long a s  we r e s t r i c t  ourselves 
F o r  example, the equations defining the f i r s t -o rde r  perturbation of 
planet k on Mars  a r e  the following: 
17 
d2 6z4(k, 4) 
d t2 
t 3 6z4(k, 4) = G1 Z(k, 4) . 
r O  
In  the definitions of G 
turbing force  of planet k on Mars .  
(k, 4),  Gly(k, 4)’ G1 Z(k, 4),  we consider only the dis- l x  
F r o m  the above discussion it can be seen  that the solution of equations 
(17) can be expressed as follows: 
6z4(k, 4) = 92 F31(k, 4, - 91 F32(k, 4, (18) 
Considering the F t e r m s  in equations (18), let us  take, f o r  example 
F1 (k, 4), which is defined by the equation 
The integrand in the above expression can be represented by a Four i e r  
s e r i e s  in  the two arguments  I 
Mars ,  respectively, The Four i e r  series can be obtained on a purely numer-  
ical  basis  by computing the special  values of the integrand for  different com- 
binations of I 
14, the m e a n  anomalies of the planet k and k’ 
k’ ‘4‘ 
18 
Once we have double-harmonic representation f o r  that integrand, we can 
easi ly  c a r r y  out the integration and obtain a trigonometric s e r i e s  expression 
f o r  F l l ( k , 4 ) .  This s e r i e s  will be composed of three parts:  
1. The secular  par t  is a constant number multiplied by t ime t, m e a s -  
011' ured f rom initial epoch, and denoted by S 
2. The periodic par t  is a Four ie r  s e r i e s  with arguments I k> '4, and 
is denoted by P1 (k, 4). 
3 .  The third par t  is the constant of integration, whose value has not 
11' yet  been obtained and which we denote by C 
We can s imilar ly  define F (k, 4) ,  F13(k, 4), F14(k, 4),  F31(k, 4), 12 
012' '013' '014' '031' '032 for  F32(k, 4) with the corresponding quantities S 
the secular  par ts ,  P12(k, 4), P13(k, 4), P14(k, 4), P31(k, 4) ,  P32(k, 4) for  the 
periodic par ts ,  and C12, C13, C14, Cgl ,  C32 for  the constants of integra- 
tion. 
F o r  the function F (k, 4) the situation is slightly different because it 21 
implies double integration. It can be seen, however, that the secular  par t  
of this function will not contain t e r m s  with coefficient t . There will be two 
constants of integration. The f i r s t  one, C1 1, a l ready defined, appears  in the 
This means secular  par t  of the function, and the second is denoted by C 
that the secular  par t  S 
2 
2 0' 
will simply be C l l t .  021 
In accordance with the previous notation, we le t  the periodic par t  of the 
function F (k, 4) be P21 (k, 4), which can be obtained s imilar ly  a s  P1 (k, 4), 21 
P12(k,4), . . . . Hence, we can express  the t e r m s  6x4(k, 4), 6y4(k, 4), 6z4(k, 4) 
as follows: 
2 -4 
6x4(k,4) = Sx(k,4)t t Px(k,4) t C l l  - ( 5 2  + c20 3P Lo 1 
0 0 
0 2 -4 ax  
5 1  3~ aw > - '14% - 0 
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aYO aYO 2 -4 
5 1  3P L o  ao J ' '13 KO - '14 $ - 0 
where 
0 ax 0 ax axO 
Sx(k,4) = S 011 .- aLo  - '012 awo "013 KO - '014 $ ' 
2 -4 ax 0 
- P14(k,4) - - 3~ Lo PZ1(k ,4)  J 
0 
2 0  
Since the S ’ s  and PIS appearing a s  coefficients in the right-hand side of 
the above definitions a r e  obtained by harmonic analysis and integration of 
the harmonic se r i e s ,  we can compute the special  values of S S S and 
P P P for  any combination of Q 
harmonic representations for  S S 
determine the numerical  values of the constants of integration, C, in order  
to get complete harmonic representations fo r  6x (k, 4)’ 6y4(k,4), 6z4(k, 4). 
x a  y’ za  
This will enable us  to obtain 4’ ‘k* 
S and Px, Pya Pz. We sti l l  have to 
xJ yJ z 
xJ ya  z 
4 
F o r  the evaluation of the CIS, we note that the constants C12 and Cz0 
always occur in the combination C 12 + C20 3p0Li4. This means that they 
can be replaced by one constant. F o r  convenience of notation, we denote 
that constant by C12. The constants of integration to  be evaluated a r e  now 
the following: ‘11’ ‘12’ ‘13’ ‘14. ‘31’ ‘32. 
There a r e  two approaches to the evaluation of the constants of integra- 
tion: 
1 .  The first approach follows the procedure of Brouwer and Clemence 
(1961) and defines the C’s  so  that 
4’ a. the perturbation 62 will not contain the t e r m s  s in  Q 
cos Q 4 :  31’ ‘32’ this will define C 
b. the perturbations 6x, 6y  a r e  such that the perturbations 
in longitude, 6v = (x by - yo 6x)/r0 , will not contain 
constant t e rms ,  o r  t e r m s  with coefficient t, o r  the t e r m s  




4’ 4 ‘  
In this approach we a r e  taking m e a n  elements of the planets as the 
start ing reference elements at the initial epoch. 
2. The second approach is to put the conditions that, a t  initial epoch 
t = 0, the perturbations in position and velocity a r e  equal to given values. 
These values will depend on whether we had s tar ted with m e a n  o r  the 
osculating elements. 
zero.  
In the la t ter  case,  we mus t  take these values to be 
In the f o r m e r  case,  we can take these values to be the difference 
21 
between the position and the velocity as given by the mean  elements and the 
actual  osculating elements at t = 0. 
available, can be obtained by numerical  integration. In this approach, when 
we consider the higher-order  perturbations,  the constants of integration will 
be such that these higher-order perturbations in position and velocity will 
vanish at t = 0. 
These osculating elements,  if not already 
Both the first and second approaches can  be car r ied  out easily with the 
digital computer. T o  outline the digital computer program used in the evalua- 
tion of the constants of integration in the f i r s t  approach, we le t  C {F), C1 IF), 
S1{F) denote, respectively, the constant te rm,  the coefficient of C O S  1 
s in  l4 of the Four ie r  s e r i e s  representing the function F. 





The constants C 
The constant C is given by the following equation: 11 
a r e  determined f rom three equations, the 12’ ‘13’ ‘14 The constants C 
first of which is 
22  
1 
The other two equations are exactly like the above equation but with C 
replacing C for  the second and S replacing C for  the third. 
0 1 0 
Note that the numerical  values of CO{F}, C1{F}, Sl{F) of the various 
F functions given in equations (21) to (23) can be evaluated f rom harmonic 
analysis of these functions. 
are  only interested in the par ts  that do not contain the mean anomaly I 
These par t s  have already been derived in our previous analysis.  
In the functions Px(k,  4), P (k, 4), P Z ( k ,  4), we 
Y 
k’ 
The second approach for  the evaluation of the constants of integration 
is m o r e  straightforward. 
of perturbations in position and velocity at t = 0. 
W e  let 6 x o J  &yo, 6zo, 6ko, 6 q 0 ,  6ko be the values 
If we put 
ax 2 -4 0 
0 
- - -3P L o  , 21x a 
2 -4 = -3p Lo - 
2 l Y  0 a a  J 
a 
312 = ‘2 ’ a 3 2 ~  = a 
23 
then we have 
= 6 x  - Px(k,4) , 
‘11 a l l x  ’ ‘12 “ 1 2 ~ ’  ‘13 ” 1 3 ~ ’  ‘14 ”14x 0 
‘11 a l l y  ’ ‘12 “12y ‘13 ” 1 3 ~ ’  ‘14 ”14y = 6 Y o  - Py(k,4) 9 
c 1 1 ( 5  l x  a21x) ‘12 a12x “13 ”13x ’ ‘14 a14x 0 
‘ i i (a i iYt  a21y) ’ ‘12 ‘ 1 2 ~  ‘13 ’ 1 3 ~  -t ‘14 a14y Y Y 
= 6 ;  - Px(k,4) - Sx(k,4) 
= 6G0 - P (k,4) - S (k,4) 
, 
, 
= 6z0  - P2(k,4)  , ‘31 “312 ’ ‘32 “322 
‘32 “312 ’ ‘32 “322 I * = 6 z o  - PZ(k ,4)  - Sz(k,4) 
(2 5) 
In the above se t  of equations, the dots on the var ious t e r m s  denote t ime 
derivatives of these te rms .  
It is understood that the coefficients of the C ’ s  in the left-hand sides 
and the quantities in  the right-hand s ides  of equations (25) a r e  evaluated at 
t = 0, initial epoch. The evaluation of the t ime derivatives of the various 
functions involved can  be direct ly  derived analytically, since we already 
have the harmonic representations of these functions in t e r m s  of the m e a n  
anomalies I k’ ‘4‘ 
With the evaluation of the constants of integration, the solution of the 
f i r s t -o rde r  theory is completed. 
solution by the above-mentioned method has been constructed and successfully 
tested.  
as general  a s  possible. 
b e r  k of the perturbed planet, the sequence number j of the perturbing planet, 
the number of points used in computing the special  values of the various func- 
tions f o r  harmonic analysis,  and a code 1 or  2 defining the approach that will  
be used for  computing the constants of integration. If we use  the second approach, 
we need the initial values of perturbations in position and velocity as input. 
A computer program to c a r r y  out this 
The elements of all the planets were  put into the program to make i t  
To apply the program, we need only the sequence num- 
24 
The final output of the program is the harmonic representation of both 
the secular  and periodic pa r t s  of 6%(j,k),  6yk(j ,k),  and 62 ( j , k )  and their  
special  values that were  used to der ive  the harmonic representations.  It will 
be mainly these special  values, and not the harmonic representations,  that  
we shall  need when we proceed fur ther  to  compute second- and higher-order  
t e r m s  of perturbation. 
k 
4. 3 Comparison with the Work of Clemence 
I have compared the above approach to Brouwer ' s  theory with Clemence 's  
(1949) work on the theory of Mars .  
stone in the theory of planetary motion. 
a detailed and accurate  computation of general  perturbations on a given planet 
t o  various orders .  
Clemence. In fact, through such a comparison, I was able to  debug m y  
p rogram at seve ra l  s tages  and feel  satisfied with the resul ts .  
Clemence 's  work is considered a mile-  
F o r  the f i r s t  t ime we have available 
We can confidently compare m y  resu l t s  with those of 
Starting with Clemence 's  elements,  I have applied the above approach for  
Mars ,  and also for  all  perturbing planets f r o m  Mercury  to Neptune. 
constants of integration had been evaluated according to the f i r s t  approach, 
given in the previous section. 
The 
The harmonic representation of 6 z (k, 4)  for  the different planets k can 4 
be compared directly with Clemence 's  s e r i e s  of u /cos  i. 
6z and u/cos i is given by 6 z / a  = u/cos  i, where a is the semimajor  axis of 
the perturbed planet, which in this case i s  Mars .  
ca r r i ed  out, and almost  complete agreement  was found for  both the secular  
and the periodic par ts .  
The relation between 
That comparison has  been 
This means that my representation of 6z is cor rec t .  
In o r d e r  to check d x  and by, I obtained the harmonic representation of 
the periodic perturbation in longitude ( d v )  and in log r f r o m  the following 
relation: 
25 
Y -I- 6Y4(k,4) -1 yo 
xo -I- 6x4(k,4) xO 
- tan - , -1 0 6 v =  tan 
where 6x4(k, 4),  6y4(k, 4) a r e  limited to their  periodic par ts .  
derived special  values of 6v and 6 log r for  different combinations of Ik, I 4  
by using the already determined special  values of the periodic par t s  of 
6y4(k, 4), 6x4(k, 4).  F r o m  these special  values of 6v and 6 log r,  a harmonic 
representation was obtained and found to be in a lmost  exact agreement  with 
Clemence Is derivation. 
In fact, I 
F r o m  the periodic perturbations 6 x  (k, 4), 6y4(k, 41, 6z4(k, 4), we can 
again compute the perturbations n 6t(k, 4), v (k, 4) defined in Hansen’s method. 4 4 
This is done by the following reasoning: F o r  the given value of the mean 
anomaly I of the disturbing planet, and I of Mars ,  we can  compute the per -  
turbations 6 x  (k, 4), 6y4(k,4), 6 z  (k, 4), which will enable us to compute the 4 4 
perturbed coordinates x 4’ Y4’ 24‘ 
t rue anomaly v given by v = t an  y4/x4. F r o m  the perturbed t rue  anomaly 
v4, we compute the corresponding mean  anomaly M and the heliocentric d i s -  
tance r, using the unperturbed values as the semimajor  axis and eccentricity 
of the disturbed planet. These values are given i n  Section 5. 
n46t(k, 4) and v4(k, 4) will be given by 
4 
k 4 
F r o m x  y we compute the perturbed 4’ 4 - 1  
4 4 
The values of 
4 n46t(k, 4) = M - 1 
14, we can obtain the special  k’ This means  that for  each combination of I 
values n46t(k, 4), v4(k, 4). 
ing to  different values of I 
tation of the Hansen var iables  n6t, v. 
the secular  perturbation i n  n6t, v .  
analysis is needed. 
F r o m  these se t s  of special  values, correspond- 
14, we can obtain a double-harmonic represen-  k’ 
Similar reasoning can be applied to  
In this case,  however, only single-harmonic 
26 
The harmonic representations of n6t, and V ,  both periodic and secular,  
have been obtained for  the perturbations of different planets on M a r s  and 
have been compared with Clemence's results.  
been found. 
Almost exact agreement  has  
4 .4  Analytical Comparison 
Another, m o r e  rigorous and consistent check can be ca r r i ed  out f rom 
the following consideration. Our program gives us  the harmonic represen-  
tations of the secular  par t s  Sx(k,4), S (k,4), SZ(k,4)  and the periodic par ts  
Y 
Px(k,  4), Py(k,  4),  P Z ( k ,  4) of the perturbations 6x (k, 4),  6y (k, 4),  6z4(k, 4). 
These par t s  mus t  identically satisfy the differential equations defining the 





P (k,4) t y P (k,4) +- G (k,4)1 
d 2 P  (k,4)  
O Y  1 Y  5 fxo x A P (k,4) t -
- -  = 
3 Y  
0 dt2 r 
2 
d PZ(k, 4) 
E - P (k,4) t Glz(k,4)  - 2 gz(k,4)  . 3 2  
dt2 r O  
The left-hand m e m b e r s  of the above identities can be derived f r o m  our ha r -  
monic representations of S (k, 4), . . . , Pz(k, 4), which give another s e t  of ha r -  
monic representations for  s (k, 4), . . . , PZ(k, 4). The right-hand m e m b e r s  of 
the above identities can be expressed by harmonic representations.  In  
deriving these representations,  the special  values of Px(k, 4), P (k ,4) ,  
Pz(k,4) ,  already obtained in our analysis,  were  used. 
values of S (k,4) ,  S (k,4),  S (k,4) ,  the derivatives of the harmonic represen-  
tations of Sx(k, 4) ,  S (k, 4), SZ(k, 4) were used. The harmonic representations 




To get the special  
I 
X Y Z 
Y 
harmonic representations of the left-hand sides.  
ment  was found. 
A very  satisfactory agree-  
28 
5. RESULTS 
The orbital  elements and mass of the planets used in the computation 
The epoch of t ime is a r e  those given by Clemence in his theory of Mars .  
1850 Jan. 0, corresponding to Julian Ephemeris  Day 2396758.0. F o r  the sake 
of convenience, these orbital  elements and m a s s e s  a r e  included in Table 1. 
The number of points considered in the harmonic analysis var ies  f rom 
one case  to  another. 
a given function such that for  the argument j l  f k10 the integers j and k 
take the values 0 -n, we need to consider the 2n t 1 equidistant values of 
both P and Q given by 2 ~ r / 2 n  t 1 - i, i = 0 - 2n. This will involve the com- 
putation of (2n t 1) 
different combinations of P 
We note that to c a r r y  the double-harmonic analysis for  
1 
2 special  values of the given function corresponding to the 
1’ Q o .  
Table 2 gives the values of n used in  the evaluation of the periodic per-  
turbations in the different cases .  
In deciding the value of n, we were  guided by the final resul ts  of the 
works of Newcomb (1895), Hill (1890), and Clemence (1949). In these works, 
the range of the integers  j and k in the argument j l ,  f k l O ,  which appears  in  
their  double-harmonic representations,  will s e rve  as a lower l imit  to the 
adopted values of n for  the case  under consideration. 
n for  the different c a s e s  in the theory of Mars proved to  be adequate, when 
we consider the excellent agreement  that we found between our  resul ts  and 
those of Clemence. The best  procedure,  however, for  obtaining the value 
of n is to t r y  different increasing values for  each case  and to compare the 
resu l t s  in  each trial until we a r r ive  at the trial where the resul t  will not 
change further.  This m a y  involve more  than two trials fo r  each case.  
the present,  we a r e  satisfied with the m o r e  intuitive approach taken in the 
p r e s  e nt analysis. 
The adopted values of 
F o r  






















F o r  the harmonic representations of secular  perturbations, a 25-point 
analysis was considered for  all the planets. 
The computations were  ca r r i ed  out with SAO's CDC 6400. 
table gives the execution t ime required for  the computations. 
This was found to be sufficient. 
The following 
Table 3 .  Running t ime 
Running 
n time (sec)  
8 6 0  
10 124 




The author, who is mainly responsible for  the program, feels that a 
g rea t  deal  of improvement can  be done on the program to decrease  the 
required storage.  The execution t ime will not be reduced very  much. 
The resul ts  of the f i r s t -order  perturbations of the planets Mercury,  
Venus, Earth,  M a r s ,  Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune a r e  given in the 
Appendix. 
The perturbations in Hansen variables, in longitude and log (radius vector),  
have been given as well as those of rectangular coordinates. 
in Section 4 . 3 ,  they have been obtained f r o m  the perturbations of rectangular 
coordinates. 
results with those of Newcomb and Clemence. 
The resul ts  are reproduced direct ly  f r o m  the computer output. 
As described 
They are given to aid anyone who might wish to compare our  
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APPENDIX A 
FIRST- ORDER THEORY 
PERIODIC AND SECULAR TERMS 
A- 1 
Table A - 1 .  Mercury 
Pe r iodic T e r m s  
a) Venus on Mercury 
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a) Venus on Mercury 
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- I 4  
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-7315 
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I ?  
17 

























4 7 9 1  
3170 
1 5 7  
60 
I 7  
1 
n 













































-41 - I  1 
1606 15b9 
924 -970 
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- I  b 
-1 3 
-1 2 








I 4  
I5 
16 






















7n n n 
4 1 9  rnn I 
-12 31 n 
-23 b4 -1 
-460 10n -7 
-sea 413 I 
-1010 I4h -1 
-1I6 117 n 
-41 1% n 
-10 I n 
-7 7 n 
1 n n 


















i n  





























































































-I 76  
IO -7h 
-7 7 b  
in  1s 
-1 I 3 
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- I  


























































































































































- i i n  





- I n  
-ann 
- l ea l  
-11bl 





- I  
1 
7 
1 R  
i n  
I i n  
~7 












































































- I  
i7mn 





4 1 1  
-1107 

















































I 1  
11 
















1 6 5  
-761 
-a 7 
- 7 1  
-7 
-7 
- 1  







1 7  









i i i n  
n 
n 
- I  
-1 













































































n L i  





















I I  


















1 q 1 1  
bh I 
113 





















































i n  
i n  
i n  
in 
in 
i n  
1 (I 
1 1  
1 1  
11 
1 1  
11 
1 1  


























1 5  
15 
16 
I 6  
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- 6 A R  
-1 5 
-1 











































































































































Table A - 1 .  (Cont. ) 
a) Venus on Mercury  
19 
-77 























































































































- 3  
1 R  
4 

















































































- 1  
7 
1 


























































































































































- 1  
(I 
-7  




















































































































1 7  
i n  
Table A- 1. (Cont.  ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
a )  Venus on Mercury 
DX 
( 
(TO R F  MOI T I P I  I F D  
cos 5 1 N  
-7 1 7 7 7 1 7  
- 7 1 8 4 7 3  
6 5 3 1 1 9  
7 0 7 6 8 8  
5 5 2 8 4  
1 4 6 8 4  
7878 
1 0 2 4  
2 7 1  







4 3 5 7 h n 2  
1 i 79800 
3 1 7 7 7 3  
8 7 7 7 1  
2 1 6 9 6  
5 7 1 5  
1570 
4 n 4  
106 
7 1  
DY I)? 
N UNITS OF in+* - i f , ) )  
RY T I M F  I N  DAYS F9nM FPnCH 1A50,nl 
co5 STN m 5 STN 
- 4 7 9 9 1 9 7 3  
1 5 2 9 7 6 6  
-1 4045nR9 
-1 171 093 





-1 51 6 
-4134 
-1 09 
- 3 6  
n 
-369769 
6 3 7 7 7 9  
54861 
3A6n 
7 7 0  
7 7  
1 9  
5 
7 n n 7 4 9  
i 4 6 n i  
1 n 7 n  
n 
-71 770hA 
6971 5 h 7  
707779 










n - 1 7 1 h 734 1 
- 1  7 3 9 8 3 4  
- 1  A9377 
- 7 4 7 5 6  
-68nA - 1 4 3 6  
-31 6 
-77 




N 0 7  NII u / m s  ( I 
I T H F  TFRMS ARE I N  LINITS OF 10**1-6)  SFCONDS OF A R T  ANI) A Q F  T n  RF MIII T I P I I F D  R Y  N*T 
WMFRF N=TYF MFAh MOTION OF THF DISTI IRRFD P I A N F T  (RAO/I)AY) ANI) T=TIMF I N  DAY5 FRnM FPnCHI 
I cos 5 1 N  cos 51N rn5 S1N 
9 2  1 8  
-44478 
-2266 













- 1  1 4  
-1 11  
-1 7 






- 7 7 7 3 9  
- 7 7 6 6  
- 7 4 h  
- A 7  
- 1  7 
-3 
-1 
- 1  ~ 7 n  
R n  
51 71 
575 













0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
0 3  
O b  
0 5  































































































1 0  
I 1  
I 2  
I 3  
1 4  
I 5  
1 6  
I 1  
I 1 1  





























































































































































































-11 -9 0 0 0 0 
4 0  -32 0 0 0 0 
-146 -120 0 U 0 0 
-555 4 5 1  -1 0 0 0 
-2016 -1686 4 -2 0 0 
-1711 -62Sl -2s -12 0 0 
-2n035 -22190 -136 -72 -1 0 
-9k2.3 -16094 -115 -502 -4 -3 
-213195 -119181 -412b L I S 5  -12 6 
-189613 -1W512 -25449 -4229 -136 -73 
-426922 -3b3031 16227 2290 116 12 
-16270 -51343 2713 248 I S  1 
-15679 -11721 340 39 2 0 
-3611 -2616 57 6 0 0 
-696 -6bR I 1  1 0 0 
-223 -1.1 2 0 0 0 
































































































































































































































k 0  
b 1  
b 2  
k 3  
C k  
4 5  
4 6  
4 7  
4 8  








































































































































5 -10 2 b 4 4 
-1 0 -* 7 




5 -1 -12 -10 
5 -1 -31 -27 -w 
-112 -55 -117 151 
5*0 
5 -6 
5 -5 -311 -126 4 3 7  
5 -4 -1672 -807 -2234 2 1 3 l  . 
5 -3 -b992 -5ZS9 -1146 3193 
516R 3769 -2126 1521 
IbIOO 
5 -2 
14046 Ea72 -am¶ 
101 
5 -1 
696 662 -118 
69 
5 0  
5 1  6 1  91 -*2 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-2 0 0 0 
-1 -5 0 0 
3b -24 0 0 
26 -11 0 0 
-11s in3 -1 4 
-16b LIS2 -1 8 
11 -632 0 -3 
-7 -17b 0 -1 
0 -1. 0 0 
A- 8 
Table A - 1 .  (Cont. ) 
b) Earth on Mercury 
5 2  I 1  
5 3  2 
5 9  -2 
5 10 -7 
b -10 1 1  
b -9 8 
b -8 7 
b -7 78 
t -6 107 
6 -5 257 
6 -4 91 
b -3 7155 
b -2 -1796 
6 -1 -2411 
b o  -371 
b 1  -72 
6 2  -16 
6 3  -4 
( I n  -2 
b 9  -6 
6 10 -2 1 
7 -10 25 
7 -9 13 
7 -n 10 
1 -7 1R 
1 -6 7 
7 -5 -214 
7 -4 8 
7 -3  -660 
7 -2 718 
7 -1 574 
7 0  98 
7 1  21 
7 2  5 
7 3  1 
7 7  - 1  
7 8  -3 
7 9  - 1 1  
7 10 -28 
b -10 30 
8 -9 I b  
ti -8 10 
R -7 8 
b -6 -25 
8 -5 115 
6 -4 176 
b -3  366 
tl -2  -426 
8 -1 -3R0 
n o  -72 
a 1  - I 6  
8 2  -4 
1 3  0 
R 7  -1 
b 8  -4 
a 9  -13  
e 10 -29 
9 -10 24 
9 -9 6 
9 -8 0 
9 -7 -8 
9 -6 1 3  
9 -5 -12 
9 -4 5 
9 -3 2 
Y -2 7 
9 -1 -2  
9 0  0 
9 7  -1 
9 8  -3 
9 9  -8 
9 LO -7 
1b -10 5 
10 -9 0 
10 -8 -1 
LO -7 0 
10 -6 0 
10 -5 0 
10 -4 6 
10 -3 -5 
10 -2 -8 
10 - I  - 1  
10 8 0 
10 9 -1 

















































































































































































































- i n  

























































































































- 1  
I 
















- 1 3  
-73 
94 
- 7 W  
-95 
R l  












2 1  
- 3 3  
R 3  
-6 
- 1  1 


























































































































































































Table A- 1. (Cont. ) 











































































































































































NO2 NU n tIOkB.1 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I 8  
61 
























- 1  

















































S I N  
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Table A - 1 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
b) E a r t h  on Mercury 
DX DY D t  
(IN U N I T S  OF 1 0 * * ( - 1 6 ) )  









7 42 1 
8 111  
9 30 
10 8 
1 1  2 
12 0 






































































NDZ NU u/cos ( I ) 
(THE TERMS ARE I N  U N I T S  OF 1 0 * + ( - 6 )  S E C O N D S  OF ARC AND ARE T O  BE MULTIPL IED RY N+T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANLT (RADiDAY) AND T=T IME I N  DAYS FROM E P O C H )  
J cos S I N  COS S I N  cus 51N 
0 3019 0 -47 0 - 1 1 ~ 4  0 
1 -14565 899  -449 -7282 3770 -2628 
2 -742 46 -46 -742 3 H 4  -268 
3 -76 5 -7 -113 58 -4 1 
4 -10 1 -1 -2 1 1 1  -7 
5 -2 0 0 -4 2 -1 





























































































































Table A- 1. (Cont. ) 
Periodic  T e r m s  


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A -  1. (Cont. ) 







5 0  
5 1  
5 2  












































































































































6 0  
6 1  
6 2  
6 3  





















































7 0  
7 1  
7 2  






















B -2  
8 -1  



















8 1  
8 2  























































































































Table A-1. (Cont. ) 
c) Mars  on Mercury 
NDZ NU 0 (LONG.) 
























































































































































































































































(IN UNITS OF 10**(-9)) 






















































Table A -  1. (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
c)  Mars  on Mercury 
DX DY 
(IN UNITS OF 10*+( -16) )  
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 





































































NDZ NU u/cos ( I ) 
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10*+(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY k*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLAN€T (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
















0 -72 0 
-197 72 -5 1 
-20  7 -5 
-3 1 -1 
-1 0 0 
A-15 
Table A - 1 .  (Cont.) 
Per iodic  T e r m s  
d) Jupiter on Mercury 

























-404 . -683 

































































































































































































































































































- a a  





















































































































































































































































Table A - 1 .  (Cont. ) 










4 0  
4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
4 5  
4 6  
4 7  
0 2 
-3 6 
-1 1 23 
-36 91 









































































































5 0  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  

















































































- 1  
-2 









6 - 1  
6 0  
6 1  
6 L  














































- 1  
14 
202 








7 - 1  
7 1  
































Table A - 1 .  (Cont. ) 
d) Jupiter on Mercury 
J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
0 3  









1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  










2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  








3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
3 4  






4 0  
4 1  
4 2  




5 0  















































































































































































































































































































































































































( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-9)) 




































-1  1 
0 0 
0 0 








































1 1  
12 
Table A-1.  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
d) Jupiter on Mercury  
DX DY 
(IN UNITS OF 10++(-lh)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 



































































S I N  
0 
-6472232 










NDZ NU U/COS ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10+*(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO 9E MULTIPLIED R Y  N*T 
4tiERE N=TYE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (KADlDAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 5117 0 -13 0 -1596 0 
1 -24687 252 -126 -12344 5094 -4828 
2 -1258 13  -13 - 1 2 5 R  517  -492 
3 -128 1 -2 -192 79 -75 
4 -17 0 0 -35 14 -14 
5 -3 0 0 -7 3 -3 
b 0 0 0 - 1  1 -1 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- I 4  
-3 




































































































S I N  
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I l l C O S l  I I 





















































































































































































Table A - 1 .  (Cont. ) 
e )  Saturn on Mercury 
NDZ NU 0 ( I  ONG.) 
------------(IN UNITS OF 10**(-41 SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
cos SIN COS SIN cos SIN 
t IN 
J K  cos S I N  
0 0  
0 1  



























1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  


















































































2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  


































































































3 0  
3 1  
3 2  






































































































4 0  













































Table A - 1 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
e )  Saturn on Mercury 
OX DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 10++(-lh)) 























1 5 1  
40 






















































NDZ rVU u/cos ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 1 0 + + ( - 6 )  SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N+T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET IRAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 242 0 -2 0 -64 0 
1 -1170 42 -2 1 -585 206 -290 
2 -60 2 -2 -60 21 -30  
3 -6 0 0 -9 3 -5 


































































































































Table A - 1 .  (Cont. ) 
Per iodic  T e r m s  

































































































































































































































































































































































































u/cosi I )  

































































































































A.- 2 3 
Table A- 1. (Cont. ) 
f )  Uranus on Mercury 




1 0  
1 1  
1 2  





2 - I  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  




3 0  
3 1  
4 -2 
4 -1 
NDZ NU D 11ONG.B 
------------(IN UNITS OF 10**l-41 SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 








0 0 1 -2 
-1 0 3 -6 
-8 -5 10 -23 
0 0 5 -39 
3 0 1 -14 
0 0 0 -3 
0 0 0 -1  
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 4 
0 1 2 0 2 14 
11 1 1  -1 6 51 
197 99 -11 73 197 
1 
23 
1 -11 10 -1 6 30 
0 -1 1 0 2 7 
0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 1 1 0 0 6 
1 22 11 -1 1 22 
0 -1 1 0 0 3 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 
0 2 





Secular T e r m s  
Uranus on Mercury 
D LOGIRI 

























ox OY D7 
(IN UNITS OF lO**I-lh)) 
(TO HE MULTIPLIEO BY TIME Ik DAYS FROK EPOCH IR50.0J 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 -741 0 -22456 0 -20Y9 0 
1 -76 781 761 -12R 6697 -4995 
2 226 7329 -7169 221 680 -509 
3 70 2224 -2200 69 1U4 -78 
4 I9 602 -598 19 19 -14 
5 5 159 -158 5 4 -3 
6 1 42 -42 1 0 0 
7 0 11 -11 0 0 0 
8 0 3 -3 0 0 0 
NO2 FtU U/COS( I 1  
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECOND5 OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED RY N*T 
WERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET lRAD/DAYI AN0 T=TlME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN cos SIN CbS SIN 
0 5 0 
1 -23 1 
2 -1 0 
-0 0 -2 0 
0 -1 I 5 -4 
0 -1 1 0 
A- 24 
Table A - 1 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic  T e r m s  
g) Neptune on Mercury 
UICOS I I I 


















































































































































































































































































cos J K  
0 0  
0 1  









I O  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  


































2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  















3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
4 0  -2 
NO2 NU 0 (LONG.)  G L3GIUl 
------------(IN UNITS OF 10*+1-4) SECONDS OF ARC)------------ (IN W I T 5  OF l f l ** f -9 l l  
cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN J U  
1 -2 
1 -1 
1 0  































2 0  
2 1  





















77  -14 
107 -53 
I 6  -10 
4 -3 
1 -1 
0 0 3 -1 -1 -1 2 -1 
A-25 
Table A-1 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
g )  Neptune on Mercury 
DX DY 07 
[IN UNITS OF lO*+L-lA)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 

































NDZ NU u/cos ( I )  
[THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RADiDAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cus SIN 
0 1 0 
1 -7 0 
-0 0 -0 0 




























































































































Table A - 2 .  Venus 
Periodic  T e r m s  















































































































































































































































































































































































U l C O S  ( I 



























































































































A.- 2 7 
Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 










5 0  






























































































6 0  
6 8  
6 9  
6 10 


























































































7 0  
7 7  
7 8  




















































































8 7  
8 8  






















































9 7  
9 8  

















































































































































0 0 .  
A.-28 
Table A-2.  (Cont. ) 
a) Mercury  on Venus 
J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  





i o  


































8 11  
NOZ NU D (LONG.) 































































































































































































































































































































Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
a) Mercury on Venus 
OX DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 1 0 * * ( - 1 6 ) 1  
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 2389270 0 1494695 0 -5758 0 
1 8002 -1705 -1705 13454 560814 1208149 
2 -796349 -498220 498208 -796330 1919 4135 
3 -8176 -5115 5115 -8176 10 21 
4 -75 -47 47 -75 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I ) 
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**1-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY rU+T 
NHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET LRAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 -14 0 5 0 -6 0 
1 2032 -3249 1624 1016 5 7 2  1232 
2 3 -6 6 3 2 4 
A - 3 0  
Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic Terms 






































































































































0 1 0 
0 0 0 
-537 8 -2 
-309 0 - I  
-12 0 0 





















32 9 706 
-26861 -26850 51409 
-3265038 -3254408 5857364 
-54263 -42599 -183149 
5102456 -5056484 9125725 
54878 -54331 -50788 

































-385898 -513 -1100 
1050 18 3 
-324 1 -1 
-35 
0 



































































































4 3  


















5593968 5592159 -233328 
-3918781 -3977124 3 7 8 2 0 3 9 




4728021 -4726063 46 I 3268 
43447 -43372 -15428 



















81 76 -9 
6459 6427 2552 
558209 555326 283143 
-789831 -799964 198794 
-2 106891 2688297 1347672 



























































































1182 1168 1194 
77436 74840 128356 
-1434012 -1433347 -365750 
0 0 








-2588568 -1415784 2650849 
3968559 -3967202 -1022870 
1822453 -1822267 1618777 
12938 -12931 15676 
106 -106 133 
2 -2 1 
A-31 
Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 
b) Earth on Venus 
6 -11  
b -10 






b - 3  
6 -2 
b -1  













































































































































































7 -11  
7 -10 
7 -9  
7 -8 





















4 1  
103 
-8290 




















































































































































































































































































- 3 1  
4 



















































































10 -5 103 






































































11 -11  
11 -10 









1 1  -8 
1 1  -7 
11 -6 














































































































Table A-2 .  (Cont.)  



























































































































































































































81 - 3 7  
-2 3 79 
3 3 























































































-1 17 -198 
-221 20 1 
-9 -219 
I 6  -8 
I 6  17 








































































18 - I 8  
I b  -17 
18 -16 



































































-1123 -6165 -1114 






































































I 1  
11 
11 
I 1  
I1 














- 3  
-2  
















































































Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 
b) Earth on Venus 
noz NU D lLON6.I 






I 6  




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 





































1 R  -1b 
18 18 
18 19 



























































































































































































































































































b) Ear th  on Venus 
DX UY uz 
( I N  U N I T S  OF 10+it~-lhll 
(TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY T I Y E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos S I N  C 0 5  S I N  ClJ5 S I N  
0 6996624 0 5498362 0 -247917 0 
1 27761 -6272 -6272 43724 2 4 1 4 6 ~ ~ 1  -333868’30 
2 -2331989 -in32744 1R32702 -2331935 R2636 -114258 
3 -23942 -1R816 1A816 -23947 424 -5R7 
4 -219 -172 172 -21R 3 -4 
5 -2 -2 2 -7 0 0 
uicns ( I NDZ NU 
(THE TERMS ARE I N  U N I T S  OF 10+*(-61 SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO RE M U L T I P L I E D  HY NitT 
WHERE N=THE MtAN MOTION OF THE DISTLJREED PLANET IRAOIDAY) AN0 T-TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH1 
J COS S I N  cos S I N  cus S I N  
0 -5 1 0 20 0 -253 0 
1 7476 -9514 4757 3731 24625 -34048 
2 13 -16 16 13 14 -117 
3 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
A-35 
Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic  T e r m s  







































































































































































































374 - 4 8 3  
29075 -31779 
34141 -17408 
-1 12783 127543 
-52128 28019 
-2117 32 1 


















0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-137 0 0 
49 1 0 1 
-480 -7 -1 
489 2 1 
41 0 0 












0 0 -1 
31 32 -28 
-1837 -1821 -3112 
-435732 -434923 -389630 
1131042 -1092828 -1 74621 3 
1303591 -1306175 -1158556 
1145768 -1145753 -1802551 
8183 -8183 -14482 
64 -64 -117 
0 0 0 




























































































































































































































Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 







6 - 4  
6 -3  
6 -2 
6 -1  
6 0  
6 1  


































































































































































7 0  






















































































b - 3  
b -2 
I -1  







































































Y - 5  




9 7  
9 8  
9 9  
Y 10 
-19  -24  
-3 32 
-3  6 

































- 4  













































































41 -14  
-54  3 
76 116 
-47 -108 
-4 1 -182 




















4 1  
-5R 
-42 

































































Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 
c) Mars  on Venus 
D LOG(R1 
( I N  UNITS OF 10+*(-9Il 
cos SIN J K  cos SIN cos S I N  cos S I N  
0 0  
0 1  
0 0 -16 0 







1 0  
1 1  
5 4 2 -3 3 1 
-195 -443 -159 70 -195 -444 
-2 -115 18 0 -3 -118 





2 -3  -4 -2 -2 3 -7 -5 
-455 -414 -250 274 -456 -416 
-128 -244 -50 27 -171 -246 







2 0  
3 -4 
3 -3 
3 - 2  
3 -1 
3 0  
3 1  
1 0 0 -1 1 0 
49 12 7 -34 15 -19 
-4942 -4362 -2209 2502 -49A5 -4431 
-6404 -10110 -133 8 8  -6438 -10140 
-4 -25 12 -2 -48 -94 












































































45 55 10 









































































































































10 -4 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
A-38 
Table A-2 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
c )  Mars on Venus 
DX DY 07 
(IN UNITS OF 10**(-1hIl 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850 .0 )  
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 280020  0 -727738 0 -2646 0 
1 973  830  8 30 1612 257751 -142306 
2 -93331 242574  -242568 -93329 A82 -4647 
3 -958 2490  -2.490 -958 5 -2 
4 -9  23  -23 -9 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I ) 
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**( -61 SECONDS OF ARC AND ARt T O  BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IrU DAYS FROM EPOCH1 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 7 0 1 a - 3  0 
1 -990 -381 190 -495 263  -145 
2 -2 -1 1 -2 1 0 
A-39 
Table A-2 .  (Cont. ) 
Per iodic  T e r m s  
d) Jupiter on Venus 
UlCOS I 1  I 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 









































































NO2 NU 0 ( lONC>r. l  0 LOGIRI 






























- 3  
-20 
-4 
- I  
2 
0 
- 7  







































































































































-102 - 1 R  
I35 20 
I4 1 














































Secular T e r m s  
d )  Jupiter on Venus 
I l X  UY 07 
( I N  U N l T S  OF IO**(-l6ll 
I T 0  HE MULTIPLIED BY TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCA 1850.0) 
1 c 25 51N cos SIN cos 51N 
0 4490422 0 -6474580 0 -62291 0 
1 15367 7386 7316 25613 6067107 -14726728 
2 -1490667 2158143 -2158092 -1496632 207a3 -50399 
3 -15166 22157 -22157 -15366 107 -259 
4 -140 LO2 -202 -140 0 -2 
5 - I  2 -2 - 1  0 0 
I T W  T f R M 5  ARE 
WHERE *=THE H F  
NDZ NU U/COSI I I 
Ih UNITS OF IO++(-bI SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE Tn RF HcILTIPLIED RY NIT 
AN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAOIOAY) AN0 T - T I M E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH1 
J cos 51N cos S I N  COS S I N  
0 6 U  0 
I -8804 -6106 






2 1  - 5 1  
A-41 
Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic T e r m s  
e)  Saturn on Venus 
V/COSiII 
110111i-4) SFCnNn.5 OF ARC) 
cos S I N  J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
u 3  













































1 0  
1 1  
1 2  









































































L 1  
2 2  




























































3 - I  
3 0  
3 1  

















4 -3  
4 -2 
4 -1 
4 0  



























































































5 - I  
5 0  



















































































Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 
e) Saturn on Venus 
NOZ NU 0 (LONG.) 0 LOG(R) 


































































































1 1  
4 
1 




























































Secular T e r m s  
e) Saturn on Venus 
DX bY D7 
( I N  U N I T S  OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPL IED BY T IME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos SIN cos S I N  CiJS SIN 
0 97104 0 -78189 0 135b 0 
1 332 89 89 554 -132277 -673314 
2 -32365 26062 -26062 -32364 -453 -2304 
3 -332 268 -268 -332 -2 -12 
4 -3 2 -2 -3 0 0 
UlCDS ( I  ) NDZ NU 
(THE TERMS ARE Ih U N I T 5  OF 10*+(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPL IED R Y  N+T 
vlHERE N-THE. W A N  MOTlON OF THE DISTUREEO PLANET (RAOIDAY) AND TnTTIME Ih  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  CLJS SIh 
0 1 0 
1 -106 -132 
2 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
66 -53 -135 -687 
0 0 0 -2 
A-43 
Table A-2 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic T e r m s  
f) Uranus on Venus 
UICOS ( I I 






























































































SIN cos SIN J K  cos SIN 
0 0  
0 1  













1 0  
1 1  
1 2  


























2 0  
2 1  


























3 0  

































0 IJ 0 0 
rJ 0 5 -2 
5 - 1  









D lI.OI4G.1 NO2 NU 
( I N  U N I T S  OF 101+1-41 SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
cos SIN cos SIk cos SIN 
------------ D LOGIHI IIN U N I T S  OF 1 O X + 1 - 9 1 1  
co5 SIN J K  
0 0 0 0 -1  0 0 0 0 0 
I -1 
1 0  
1 1  
36 
0 -93 0 0 1 -92 
0 0 0 0 0 -1 
30 30 36 18 -15 4 -3  
0 0 
0 0 
-7 -1 -1 5 -7 -1 
-15 -1 -1 7 -1 5 -1 











0 1 -1 0 




Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
f )  Uranus on Venus 
DX DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850*O) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  cus S I N  
0 -756 0 -2735 0 -100 0 
1 -3 3 3 -4 9707 -13126 
2 252 912 -912 252 33  -45 
3 3 9 -9 3 0 0 
NDZ NU U/COS(I )  
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N+T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  cos S I N  
0 0 0 -0 0 




Table A-2 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic  T e r m s  
J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
1 -3  
1 -2 
1 -1 
1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
2 -4 
2 - 3  
2 -2 
I! -1 
L O  
2 1  
r ! 2  
3 -3 
3 - 2  
3 -1 
3 0  
3 1  




0 0 0 
0 0 
0 1 0 
-87 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 -16 -16 0 0 0 0 0 
-8 1 -1578 -1578 81 0 0 0 0 
1774 -53 -43 -1780 -86 12 0 0 
291 4730 -4697 266 0 -2 0 0 
-1769 69 -69 -1769 65 2 0 0 
-16 -5 5 -16 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
-108 14 14 108 0 0 0 0 
-903 101 101 904 9 0 0 0 
750 -82 84 486 2543 -153 7 0 
2699 -301 302 2697 -27 2 0 0 
-119 -3  3 -119 2 0 0 0 











0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
5 0  -4 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
402 NU D (LONG.) 
------------(IN UklTS OF 10**(-41 5ECONOS OF ARC)------------ 
J K  cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
1 -1 -18 1 
I O  0 -10 
1 9 -18 1 
0 0 -10 0 
2 -2 0 2 2 0 0 2 
L -1 1 10 5 -1 1 10 
2 0  0 -1 0 0 0 -1 
D LO(I(R1 








Table A - 2 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
g )  Neptune on Venus 
DX DY D2 
(IN UNITS OF 10*+(-16))  
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos SIN COS SIN cus SIN 
0 41 0 -1110 0 -4 0 
1 0 1 1 0 389 -5284 
2 -14 370 -370 -14 1 -18 
3 0 4 -4 0 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY h*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RADlCIAY) A N 0  T=TAME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN cos SIN CUS SIN 
0 0 0 
1 -2 0 
-0 0 




Table A-3 .  Ear th  
Periodic T e r m s  
a) Mercury on Ear th  
L J l C 0 5 l 1 )  
l1O++l-41 SECONDS OF ARC1 










- 4  
-3 
-2 
































































































































2993 0 -2042 
-244 64495 0 
-2988 -5448 496 
427 115 -25 
-4 3 8 1 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
A-48 
Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 
a) Mercury on E a r t h  
NDZ NU 0 (LONG.) 
------------(IN UNITS OF 10**(-4) SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
cos S I N  cos S I N  cos S I N  
0 LOG(R) 
(IN UNITS OF 10+*(-9)) 
cos SIN J K  
u o  
u 1  



























1 0  



















































2 -3  
2 - 2  



























3 1 -6 

















Table A-3 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
a) Mercury on Ear th  
DX DY DL 
( I N  U N I T S  OF 1 0 * * ( - 1 6 ) )  
( T O  BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY T I M E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850 .0 )  
J cos S I N  c3s SIN CbS S I N  
0 294776 0 468326 0 6869 0 
1 2473 - 1309 -1309 4121 -273009 481393 
2 -98203 -156087 156065 -98189 -22n9 4037 
3 -2471 -3926 3926 -2470 -29 51 
4 -55  -88 88  -55 0 0 
5 - 1  -2 2 - 1  0 0 
(THE TtRMS ARE 
WHERE N=THE Mt 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I )  
I N  U N I T S  OF 1 0 * * ( - 6 )  SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE T O  BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY N*T 
AN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (FtAD/DAY) AND T = T I M E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  cus S I N  
0 -13 0 2 0 8 0 
1 7 49 -47 1 236 374 -327 577 


































































































































































































- I 1  
-16 
Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic Te rrns 
b) Venus on Earth 
cos 
-20249 
l b 5 0 9 4 9  
28239 
136b 



































4 . 7 0  
























































S I N  
0 
-1683 
- 8 9 4 s  










2 4 3 2 4 3  
-4311912 
-12252 













I 6  
-3  
I 3  
591 










































9 3 3  
9 1 9  
















































































































3 a w i  
19 
9 S b  







































I 1  
511b 
10’1666 




l l 9 b  
-312 















































4 6 2 8  
-510 
-31 
















































































l l b 8  
121 
2bO 
















































I n k  
I2 
I 















I 1  
-183 






























3 3 1 1  

















- 1  
-10 
-65  
3 1  
- 2 4 0  




























































































* 5  
-903 
19 




















2 8  
-12 
-8 


























































Table A - 3 ,  (Cont. ) 












6 -3  







































































































































































- 1  
0 
























































0 -4  
9 -230 
112 331 

















































-439 401  
-425 20 
-65 49 






































































































I 1  -9 
I 1  -8 





















-11 0 0 
12 -18 




















111  -3 
38 -18 
5 -3  
0 -1 
7 -11  
19 4 
47 -12 























































































































































Table A-3 .  (Cont. ) 
















































- 4 1  119 
5 
-4 
I 4  















































































187 -4 1 
546 107 
195 -6 
47  -15 
7 -5 







































































38 -4 1 
4 -9 
-83 






































































0 -11  
0 -2 












































































-7 -11  





-14 -2 6 










































Table A-3 .  (Cont. ) 




















































































































------------(IN UNITS OF 10++1-4) 
D ( I O N G . 1  
SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
cos S I N  cos SIN COS S I N  
0 0 2980 0 0 0 
0 0 66 -36 0 0 
-14 -13 17 -20 -14 -13 
0 0 1 -1 -1 -1 
0 1 2 1 -1 2 
-17 57 5 1  17 -26 65 
-1072 -357 -28 271 4 7 8  353 
23548 42271 -9789 5455 23529 42264 
-58 -24 -53 -7 336 685 
-13 -2 3 -18 -5 12 
0 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 2 3 0 7 9 
15 71  56 -10 311 359 
17x115 17264 
17225 -27804 -47010 -29019 
-209 -113 153 -251 -996 -5q8 
-8 1 -1 -13 -28 -12 
0 0 0 0 -1 0 
1Rb79 17755 -2576 2606 
-47319 -29315 
0 0 0 0 3 3 
6 6 5 -4 135 121  
7393 6771 565 -5R2 7643 6836 
15088 3884 -1760 h772 1509R 3992 
-6796 -307 227 -5V89 -6541 -240 
-26 -3  3 -4 3 -135 -7 
-3 3 -5 -5 -6 3 
0 0 0 0 2 1 
47 27 10 -16 72 33 
1527 329 -98 430 1504 336 
-1386 360 -250 -933 -1791 38 1 
-1864 924 -791 -1597 -11187 930 
-4 -1 -3 -12 -36 15 
-1 3 -5 -1 -2 3 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
2 1 1 -1 ?R 1 
1554 -14 -1 121 1513 -8 
-1234 397 -219 -674 -1712 401 
-248 231 -194 -204 -276 250 
-475 690 -638 -439 -4R0 694 



















1 0 0 
24 -20 4 
-18 30 -19 
-6 28 -24 
12 6 1  -60 
80 184 -183 
-2 -1 0 













-6 1 7 1  






-1 7 30 
-6 30 
14 6 4  




( I N  lJN1TS OF 10++1-9)1 






















- 3 8 3  1451 



































Table A-3 .  (Cont. ) 


















































-1 - 1  






















































































































































































































































































































Table A-3. (Cont. ) 
J 
Secular Terms 
b) Venus on Earth 
DX DY 07 
(IN UNITS OF lO**(-lh)) 
(TO BE CIULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
-2680183 0 -11514524 0 R901H2 0 
-26091 32189 32189 -41077 -35381478 16517938 
092892 3837635 -3837095 892766 -296672 138472 
22464 96533 -96526 22462 -3731 1742 
502 2158 -2158 502 -56 26 
11 47 -47 1 1  0 0 
0 1 -1 0 0 0 
NDZ NU U/COS l I )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10++(-6) SECOND5 OF ARC AND ARE TO RE MULTIPLIED R Y  N*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/I>AY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN CJS SIN cos SIN 
0 309 0 -22 0 1067 0 
1 -18411 4286 -2143 -9205 -42425 19801 
2 -77 18 -18 -77 -356 166 

















































































































































































































































































2 -2  
2 91 
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A - 3 .  (Cont.) 
c )  Mars  onEar th  
I L  -5 
I 2  4 
I 2  -3 
12 I 7  




















l k  -16 
I* -15 
I b  -1k  
I* -13 








l k  17 
l k  18 
1 
15 -18 
15 - I 7  
15 -16 
15 -15 



















16 -1k  
16 - I 3  
I 6  -12 
I 6  -11 





16 l k  
I b  15 
I 6  I 6  









I 7  -11 
17 -10 




17 I 3  




17 I 8  




I 8  -1k 
I 8  -13 
18 -12 
I 8  -11 
I8 -10 
18 -9 
I 8  -8 
I 8  -7 
I 8  12 
I 8  13 
























- I1  
3 
I 4 0  
-38 
4 8  
I 8  
-1 
-9 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-3 4 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
6 -2 0 0 
- I 7  -7 0 0 
17 31 0 0 
26 -61 0 0 
-89 161 0 0 
3k83 1691 7 3 
-10 38 0 0 
209 -420 0 -1 
k -k 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-1 -7 0 0 
0 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
-1 3 0 0 
9 -6 0 0 
-2k -5 0 0 
22 36 0 0 
17 -6k 0 0 
10 0 0 
-38 -93 0 0 
17 32 0 0 
-2 5 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 






I 1  
-26 
2k 














































































O .  
2 0 0 
0 0 0 
-3 0 0 
9 0 0 
-12 0 0 
0 0 0 
23 0 0 
-16 0 0 
-21 0 0 
-1 0 0 
-I 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-2 0 0 
A- 59 
Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 
c) M a r s  o n E a r t h  
h02 NU 0 (LONG.) 0 LOGlRl 




























































































































































































































































I 1  
I1  1  
12 I  












































































































-q 1 118 
28 -5 
2 1 
0 - I  
-12 -69 
-566 -1954 
6 3  -136 
- I U  -25 














174 -9 1 
2194 630 
244 461  
8 -9 
0 0 
0 -1  



































81  -61 








-1  0 
-4 -3 
-3 29 







-2  19 










-2 b 28 


























I 3 3  -244 


































































































1 0 0 0 
Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 
c )  Mars  on E a r t h  
1* -11 









































































































































































































Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
c )  M a r s  o n E a r t h  
DX DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPL IED BY TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos 51N CUS S I N  cus S I N  
0 3099 153 0 -3223485 0 19627 0 
1 25969 9011 9011 43298 -780096 98’9898 
2 -1032470 1074344 -1074193 -1032325 -6541 8300 
3 -25975 27024 -27022 -25973 -82 104 
4 -581 604 -604 -581 -1  2 
5 -13 13 -13 -13 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I ) 
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS (IF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPL IED BY N+T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/OAY) AND T = T I M t  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  CLIS S I N  
0 86 0 L1 0 L4 0 
1 -5154 -4956 2478 -2577 -935 1187 




































































- 3  
-1 

















































Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 
Per iodic  T e r m s  








































































































































































































































































































































































UICOS 1 I I 
(10**(-4) SECONDS OF ARC1 
cos S I N  




























































Table A-3 .  (Cont. ) 









6 0  


















































































































































7 0  












































































































































































































Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 





























































































NDZ NU 0 (LONG.) 0 LOG(R) 




































































































































































































































































































































Table A-3.. (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
d) Jupiter on Earth 
ox DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTlPLIED BY TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos S I N  cos SI& CJS S I N  
0 16303171 0 -2327 11 72 0 542420 0 
1 136707 65054 65054 227866 -21559226 553536 
3 -136640 195095 -195082 -136631 -2274 58 
4 -3055 4362 -4362 -3055 -34 0 
5 -67 95 -95 -67 0 0 
6 -1 2 -2 -1 0 0 
2 -5431333 7755966 -7754875 -5430569 -180773 464 1 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLILD BY N*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND TETIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  cos S I N  
0 624 0 109 0 650 0 
1 -37209 -26069 13035 -18604 -25852 664 
2 -156 -109 109 -156 -217 6 
3 -1 -1 1 -2 -3 0 
A-66 
Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic T e r m s  
e )  Saturn on Earth 





















- 3  
-2  






















0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 7 0 0 
29 702 0 1 
-218 -35071 0 -72 
-1415 4690 -3 10 
4831 -24558 10 -51 
40 -205 0 U 
0 -3  0 0 






































-819 1432 -2 3 
-89185 138567 -184 286 
2327 -3406 5 -7 
292 -1081 1 -2 
2 -9 0 0 




















































































































-52 0 0 
-4 0 0 

















































































































































Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 
e )  Saturn on Earth 
J K  
0 0  
0 1  




1 0  
1 1  





2 0  















NOZ NU D (LONG.) 0 LOGtR) 























































































































































A.- 6 8  
Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
e) Saturn on Earth 
OX DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS OF 10** ( -16) )  
( T O  BL M U L T I P L I E D  BY T I M E  IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  Cb5 51N 
0 86268 0 -624693 0 46514 0 
1 723 1746 1746 1206 -1848763 -392717 
2 -28740 200202 -208172 -28736 -155U2 -3293 
3 -723 5237 -5237 -723 -195 -4 1 
4 -16 117 -117 -16 -3  0 
5 0 3 - 3  0 0 0 
NDZ h U  U/CG5 ( I ) 
(THE TERMS ARE IN U N I T S  OF 10*+(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY k * T  
W E R E  N=THE MEAN YOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANtT (RADiDAY) AND T = T l M €  IN GAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN cos 5 1 N  COS S I N  
0 17 0 
1 -999 -138 
2 -4 - 1  
0 0 56 0 
69 -499 -2217 -47 1 










































































J K  
0 0  
1 -2 
1 -1 
1 0  
1 1  
2 -2 
2 -1 
2 0  
3 -2 
3 -1 
Table A-3 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic Te rms  





























































21 -2 1 
0 0 


















































































NDZ NU D (LOhG.) 
(IN UNITS OF 10**(-4) SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
------------ 
0 0 -2 0 0 0 
0 0 -1 2 0 
36 18 -50 102 3 4  
-151 1 0 5 -150 
-2 1 0 0 -4 
-13 13 10 9 -14 14 
-42 53 26 21 -42 53 
0 -5 0 0 0 -4 
-2 2 2 2 -2 2 



























































































































Table A - 3 .  (Cont. 
Secular Terms 
f )  Uranus on Earth 
DX V Y  02 
(IN U N I T S  OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE M U L T I P L I t D  BY T I M E  I N  DAYS FROPI EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos > I N  c3s S I N  cu5 S I N  
0 -3429 0 -18857 0 293 0 
1 -29 53 53 - 4 0  -9653 4950 
2 1142 6285 -6284 1142 -8 1 42 
3 29 158 -158 29 -1 0 
4 0 4 -4 ‘3 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I f  
(TAE T t R N S  ARE I l u  U N I T S  OF 10**(-6) SECOND5 OF ARC AND ARE TO BE M L I L T I P L I k D  bY N*T 
M E R E  N = T . f t  MtAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBEO PLANET (RADiUAY)  AND T = T I M t  I h  DAYS FkuM EPOCH) 
J cos 5 I N  cas S I N  cus s I 14 
0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 
1 -30 5 -3 -15 -12 6 
A.- 7 1 
Table A - 3 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic Terms 
g) Neptune on Earth 
DX DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS OF 10*+( -16) )  
( T O  BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCh 1850.0) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  cos S I N  
0 122 0 -6120 0 167 0 
1 1 17 17 2 -6647 -3808 
2 -4 1 2040 -2040 -4 1 -56 -32 
3 -1 5 1  -51  -1  0 0 
4 0 1 -1 0 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I ) 
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE T O  BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  cus S I N  
0 0 0 
1 -10 0 
-0 0 0 0 
0 -5 -8 -5 
A - 7 2  
Table A-3.  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
g) Neptune on E a r t h  
l I /COSI I I 
(10**(-41 SECOhOS OF ARC) 
cos 51N J K  
L, 0 
0 1  




















I O  
1 1  
1 2  










































2 -3  
L -2 
2 -! 
i o  
z 1  








































3 0  



































4 - I  













NOZ NU 0 (LONG.) 
------------(IN UNITS OF 10++(-41 SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
0 LOGIRI 
(IN UNITS OF 10+t1-9)1 
cos S I N  cos S I N  cos S I N  cos S I N  J K  

























2 -4 6 3 
9 -19 38 17 
0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 -1 
A - 7 3  
02 UlCOSll I 
110**1-41 SECONDS O f  ------_--- 
5th  COS SIN 
ARC I 



































































































0 116 0 
0 0 0 
13331 - k l  18 
2479 -7 3 
442 - 1  1 
19 0 0 











1 -1  
I l l  
1 1  
1 1  
I 3  
I 4  
I 5  
I b  

































































































2 - l u  
L -9 
2 - 7  
L -n 
I 

















































- 1  
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-1 0 0 
-11 0 0 
-18 0 0 
-590 L -1 
-5061 1 -1 
-55663 69 -15 
61461 -11 83 
466201 -296 6 3 1  
-52507 -1 -11 
-48911 1 -66 
-7091 - 1  -LO 
-992 0 -1 
-153 0 0 
-24 0 D 
4 0 0 
0 0 0 
L -6 
' -5 ' -4 
2 - 3  ' -2  
2 -1 
1 0  
2 1  
L Z  
1 3  
L C  






















3 - 3  
3 -2 
5 -I 
3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  














































































- I6  
-84 







































- I  
























































































































































































































































1 4 4 
4 -3 
4 -2 
4 - I  
k U  
* 1  













. o  
1 
-1 
























5 u  
5 -n 













































Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 




- I 3  
-12 






























































































































































- 1  
-6 
-5 
- 3  














































































































- I O U  

























































































































































































































3 4 1  
30110 .._ 
29269 29121 69292 
309536 308185 131b71 
156121 l50V78 286342 
-34b918 314Y4S 161643 
-95220 72198 160776 
-21368 -4523 4590 
-15559 -154Lb -12946 
-15670 -16077 -12545 
-11830 -12513 -1174 
-3533 -3414 -1988 
2121 2613 934 
-572 -13b 38 
I09 -40 -23 
-3 0 0 
540 













































































- l v  




















































































































I U  
I U  1 
8 






































































-2 -2 I 
-62 
-5V30 























































































































Table A-4 .  (Cont. ) 
a)  Earth on Mars 
I r  - 1 Y  
I.  -1n 
L L  -17 
I d  -16 
11 - I 5  
11 -I* 
I 1  -1J 





I I  L4  
I 3  -?. 
1, -23 
1, - 2 1  
11  - 2 1  
I 3  -20 
13 -19 







1 3  - l u  
13 -6 
I 3  -5 
13 2 1  
11 I,! 
I d  23 
13 2 k  




I L  -21 
I *  -20 
I 4  -19 
I k  -18 
I 4  -17 
I* -16 
I 4  -15 








1k 2 2  
Ik 23 
I* 2 k  










I 5  -14 
15 -13 







I 5  23 






l b  -19 
16 -18 
l b  -17 
l b  -16 
16 -15 




I 6  -10 




1b 2 1  
16 22 
16 23 
I b  2 4  
17 -i4 
I 7  -23 
I 7  -22 
I 7  -21 
I 7  -20 
I 7  -19 
I 7  -18 
I 1  - 1 1  
17 -1b 
17 - I 5  
I 7  -14 
1) -13 
17 -12 
I 7  -11 
I 7  -1U 
17 -9 
1 1  -8 
1150 
I427 
I S 1 1  






















































I 7 8  
138 












































S I  
-32 











































































































































I 2  



















8 1  
919 
Lk7 







































9 1  
V3Y 

























6 9  
9 1  
b7 




















































































































































































































































9 4  0 0 
12b 0 0 
169 0 0 
210 0 U 
231 n 0 
21b 0 0 
I65 0 0 
98 0 0 
33 0 0 
-13 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 u 0 
0 0 0 
-12 0 0 
4 5  0 0 
22 0 0 
IU 0 0 
15 0 0 
9 U 0 
-3 0 0 
-2 I 0 0 
-41 0 0 
-55 0 0 
-53 0 U 
-35 0 0 
-9 0 0 
b 0 U 
-2 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-6 0 0 
19 0 0 
-26 0 0 
-34 0 0 
-k5 0 0 
-57 D 0 
-66 0 U 
-68 0 0 
-58 0 0 
-39 0 0 
-20 0 0 
-1 0 0 
-3 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 3 0 
0 0 0 
6 0 0 
-22 0 0 
I 8  0 0 
30 0 0 
42 0 0 
54 0 0 
62 0 0 
6 1  0 0 
50 0 0 
33 0 0 
16 0 0 
2 0 0 
-3 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-7 0 0 
30 0 0 
-10 0 0 
-I2 0 0 
-10 0 0 
-6 0 0 
-2 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
A-76 
Table A-4 .  (Cont. ) 
a) Earth on M a r s  
I 1  -1 0 0 -1 0 
I 7  21  -2 -1 -1 2 
11 22 -21 -11 -I* I1 
1 1  d 3  -201 -1b3 - L * l  20. 
I 1  2k -19hb -1434 -1622 1153 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 U 
15 I1 
0 u f 
1# -2's 
I& -23 
I b  -22 
I %  -21 
111 -20 
111 -19 
I*  -1H  
It. -11 
l b  -16 
IC - I >  
18 - I +  







lb L l  
IO 2L 






























I 4  













































































































- Y  
-0  




































- I  






































































































I Y  
I ' 9  




























































8 3 1  




































LO . LU 













































































































































L l  -111 
L 1  - I T  






L 1  -10 
21 In 
























































































2 1  -13 
11 -12 
1 2  -11 



























































d b l  
































































22 I Y  
11 20  
LL 21 
21  22 
1 2  23  
















Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
2 3  - 2 4  
L j  -23 








L j  -14 
23 -13 
23  -12 
23 16 
23  17 
L j  in 
23 19 
L3 20 
L 3  21 
L 3  2 2  
23 2 3  




L4 -21  
L4 -20 
L4 -19 
2 4  -18 
24 -17 
24  -16 
L* -15 






2 4  19 
2 4  20 
24 21 
2 4  22 
24 23 












































-4 1 -4 















































































































































































































Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
a) E a r t h  on M a r s  
NDZ 
IN UNITS OF lo** (-4) SECONDS OF ARC 
NU 
S I h  J K  cos SIN J K cos S I N  J 1: cos 51N J K cos 
0 0  
n i  
n 2  
n 4  










0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
0 3  




























1 0  
1 1  






















2 0  
2 1  

























1 0  
1 1  











0 2 -7 
-1  2 -6 
-7 2 -5 
-68 2 -4 
-898 2 -3 
-9941 2 -2 
21419 2 -1 
850 2 0 
51 2 1 












































0 4 -10 
0 4 -9 
0 4 -8 
-5 4 -7 
-120 4 -6 
1676 4 -5 
-1187 4 -4 
-622 4 -3 
-16 4 -2 
-3 4 -1 





























































































































































0 6 -13 
0 6 -12 
5 6 -11 
139 6 -10 
-1297 6 -9 
1405 6 -8 
624 6 -7 
422 6 -6 
218 6 -5 
-9 6 -4 








































































































0 8 -17 
0 8 -16 
-1 8 -15 
-17 8 -14 
237 8 -13 
-390 8 -12 
-86 8 -11 
-52 8 -10 

























































-25 8 -8 
-9 8 -7 
0 8 -6 





























































































































-. _ _  
1 10 -18 
-36 10 -11 
133 10 -16 
-10 10 -15 
-15 10 -14 
-18 10 -13 
-22 10 -12 
-24 10 -11 
-19 10 -10 
-7 10 -9 






Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
a) Ea r th  on Mars 
1 1  -23 0 0 12 -23 
0 12 -22 




3 11 -2.3 
12 11 -22 















0 12 -23 
0 12 -22 



















1 1  -22 0 
1 1  -21 -15 
1 1  -20 -36 1 12 -20 
-1 12 -19 
-1 12 -18 
-1 12 -17 
-2 12 -16 
-3 12 -15 
-4 12 -14 
-5 12 -13 
-3 12 -12 
-1 12 -11 












-2 11 -20 
-1 11 -19 
-2 11 -18 
-2 11 -17 
-2 11 -16 
-2 11 -15 
-1 11 -14 
-1 11 -13 
0 11 -12 
0 11 -11 
0 11 -10 
-13 12 -20 
6 12 -19 
5 12 -18 
5 12 -17 
6 12 -16 
8 12 -15 
9 12 -14 
8 12 -13 
5 12 -12 
1 12 -11 
-1 12 -10 
1 1  -19 8 
1 1  -18 5 
1 1  -17 5 
1 1  -16 6 
11 -15 7 
1 1  -14 7 
1 1  -13 7 
I 1  -12 4 
11 -11 1 
1 1  -10 -1 










13 -24 1 
13 -23 -1 
13 -22 0 
13 -21 0 
13 -20 0 
13 -19 0 
13 -18 0 
13 -17 0 
13 -16 1 
13 -15 1 
13 -14 1 
13 25 1 
-2 14 -24 
3 14 -23 
1 14 -22 
1 14 -21 
1 14 -20 
2 14 -19 
2 14 -18 
3 14 -17 
3 14 -16 
3 14 -15 
1 14 -14 
-3 14 25 
0 
0 
0 13 -24 
0 13 -23 
0 13 -22 
0 13 -21 
-1 13 -20 
-1 13 -19 
-1 13 -18 
-1 13 -17 
-1 13 -16 
-1 13 -15 
0 13 -14 













-1 14 -24 
-1 14 -23 
0 14 -22 
0 14 -21 
0 14 -20 
0 14 -19 
0 14 -18 
1 14 -17 
1 14 -16 
1 14 -15 
1 14 -14 





















15 -24 1 
15 -23 0 
15 -22 0 
15 -21 -1 
15 -20 -1 
15 -19 -1 
15 -18 -1 
15 -17 -1 
15 25 1 
0 16 -24 
0 16 -23 
0 16 -22 
0 16 -21 
0 16 -20 
0 16 -19 
0 16 -18 
0 16 -17 
1 16 25 
-1 15 -24 
0 15 -23 
0 15 -22 
1 15 -21 
1 15 -20 




0 16 -24 
0 16 -23 
-1 16 -22 
-1 16 -21 
-1 16 -20 
-1 16 -19 
-1 16 -18 
-1 16 -17 













0 15 -18 
0 15 -17 






0 18 -25 
1 18 -24 
17 -25 0 
17 -24 -1 
1 
1 
0 17 -25 
0 17 -24 
0 
1 
0 18 -25 





17 -23 0 
17 -21 0 
17 -20 0 
17 25 -2 
0 18 -23 
0 18 -21 
0 18 -20 





0 17 -23 
0 17 -21 
0 17 -20 





0 18 -23 
0 18 -21 
0 18 -20 









19 -25 -1 
19 -24 -1 
19 25 -3 
-1 20 -25 
-1 20 -24 




1 19 -25 
1 19 -24 




1 20 -25 
1 20 -24 







21 -25 1 
21 25 1 
0 22 -25 
-1 22 25 
0 
0 
0 21 -25 
0 21 25 
0 
1 
-1 22 -25 






Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 





































































































































































































































































































































































2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  






















































































































































SIN J K 
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
0 3  
0 4  
0 1 -9 
-4 1 -8 
-30 1 -7 
-248 1 -6 
-2107 1 -5 
-21502 1 -4 
-26829 1 -3 
-88 1 -1 
-6 1 0 
-1 1 1 
0 1 2  
0 1 3  
0 1 4  
-413 1 -2 
-3 3 -11 
-21 3 -10 
-177 3 -9 
-1651 3 -8 
-7690 3 -7 
2039 '3 -6 
1209 3 -5 
588 3 -4 
39 3 -3 
6 3 -2 
1 3 -1 
0 3 0  
1 5 -I5 
6 5 -14 
50 5 -13 
448 5 -I2 
3535 5 -11 
-1049 5 -10 
-423 5 -9 
-245 5 -8 
-163 5 -7 
-76 5 -6 
0 5 -5 
-1 5 -4 
0 5 -3 
0 7 -19 
-3 7 -18 
-20 7 -17 
-249 7 -16 
-2547 7 -15 
-*a 7 -14 
- t i  7 - i 3  
-7 7 -12 
-11 7 -11 
-15 7 -10 
-15 7 -9 
-7 7 -8 
2 7 -7 
0 7 -6 
-1 9 -21 
-9 9 -20 
-99 9 -19 
-105 9 -18 
5 9 -17 
12 9 -11 
13 9 -15 
15 9 -14 
17 9 -13 
17 9 -12 
12 9 -11 
4 9 -10 
-1 9 -9 
0 9 -0 
4 11 -23 
12 11 -22 
-3 11 -21 
-2 11 -20 
-2 11 - I 9  
-2 11 -18 
-2 11 -I7 
-2 11 -16 
-2 11 -15 
-2 11 -1k 
-1 11 -13 
0 11 -12 
0 11 -11 
























































































D LOG (R) 
























































































J U  cos 
2 -9 0 
2 -8 -1 
2 -7 -4 
2 -6 -33 
2 -5 -235 
2 -4 -850 
2 -3 2342 
2 -2 -31 
2 -1 I 
2 0  1 
2 1  0 
2 2  0 
2 3  0 
2 4  0 
4 -11 0 
4 -10 -3 
4 -9 -2 1 
4 -8 -131 
4 -7 509 
4 -6 -296 
4 -5 -206 
4 -4 -114 
4 -3 -6 
4 -2 - I  
4 -I  0 
4 0  0 
6 -15 0 
6 -I4 1 
6 -13 6 
6 -12 45 
6 -11 -140 
6 -10 134 
6 -9 66 
6 -8 45 
6 -7 33 
6 -6 16 
6 -5 0 
6 -4 0 
6 -3  0 
8 -19 0 
R -18 0 
8 -17 -4 
8 -16 -2 6 
8 -15 17 
8 -14 9 
8 -13 I 
8 -12 1 
8 -11 2 
8 -10 3 
8 -9 3 
8 -8 2 
8 -7 -1 
8 -6 0 
10 -21 0 
LO -20 -1 
LO -19 -3 
10 -18 10 
10 -17 -1 
10 -16 -2 
10 -15 -2 
10 -14 -3 
10 -13 -4 
LO -12 -4 
10 -11 -3 
10 -10 -1 
10 -9 0 
IO -8 0 
12 -23 0 
12 -22 -1 
12 -21 0 
12 4 0  0 
12 -19 0 
12 -18 0 
I2 -I7 0 
12 -16 1 
12 -15 0 
12 -14 (1 
12 -13 0 
12 -12 0 
12 -11 . 0 




















































































Table A-4 .  (Cont. ) 




















-2 14 -24 
2 14 -23 
1 14 -22 
1 14 -21 
1 14 -20 
2 14 -19 
3 14 -18 
3 14 -17 
4 14 -16 
3 14 -15 
2 14 -14 
-3 14 25 
0 13 -24 
0 13 -23 
0 13 -22 
0 13 -21 
-1 13 -20 
-1 13 -19 
-2 13 -18 
-2 13 -17 
-2 13 -16 
-1 13 -15 
0 13 -14 













0 14 -24 
0 14 -23 
0 14 -22 
0 14 -21 
0 14 -20 
0 14 -19 
0 14 -18 
0 14 -17 
0 14 -16 
0 14 -15 
0 14 -14 




























-1 15 -24 
1 15 -22 
1 15 -21 
0 16 -24 
0 16 -22 







0 16 -24 
0 16 -22 

















0 16 -20 
0 16 -19 
0 16 -18 
0 16 -17 




1 15 -20 
1 15 -19 
0 15 -18 
0 15 -17 




0 16 -20 
0 16 -19 
0 16 -18 
0 16 -17 












1 18 -25 
1 18 -24 
-1 18 -21 
3 18 25 
0 18 26 
0 18 -25 
0 18 -21 
0 18 25 
o ia -24 










o i7 - I 4  
0 17 -21 





















-1 20 -25 
-1 20 -24 




1 19 -25 
1 19 -24 




0 20 -25 
0 20 -24 









0 22 -25 
-1 22 25 
0 
0 
0 21 -25 
0 21 25 
0 
0 
0 22 -25 






Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
a) E a r t h  on Mars  
DX UY DZ 
(11'4 U N I T S  OF 1 0 * * ( - 1 6 ) )  
( T O  d f  P i U L r l P L I t u  bY T I M E  If i  G A Y 5  FROM EPOCH 1850.0)  






















-301 1 1 7  
0 
1UO4b43 





a 5 2  















































lvoz FrU u/cos I )  
(TME TERMS ARE IN U N I T S  OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AN0 ARE TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY N*T 
hrlEHE N = T Y E  MtAN 1'1OTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T = T I M E  IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J c35 S I N  cos SIN cos SIN 
0 11922  0 -301 0 -777 0 
1 -127618 1 2 8 5 4  -6427 -63809  5538  2 1 1 4 1  
2 -2970  2 9 9  -299 -2970 258 9 8 4  
3 -138 1 4  -2 1 -207 i a  6 9  
4 -9 1 -2 -17 1 6 
5 -1 0 0 -2 0 1 
A,- 8 3 
Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic  T e r m s  
b) Mercury on Mars  
UICOS t 11 









































































































































































































































































































































































































4 0  































-2 -6 -6 
5 -7 
5 0  






















6 0  













0 0 7 0  0 -2 0 0 0 
A- 84 
J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
1 -7 
1 -4 
1 -3  
1 -2  
1 -1  
1 0  
1 1  
2 -2 
2 -1 
2 0  
3 -1 
Table A-4 .  (Cont, ) 
b) Mercury  on Mars  
NOZ NU D (LONG.) 
--------*---(IN UNITS OF 10**(-4) SECONDS O f  ARC!------------ 
cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 0 123 0 
0 0 5 -15 
-1 -1 0 -3 
-1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 -1 1 -1 
3 -2 -1 -9 
85 -18 -18 -84 
-12 3 0 0 




















1 0 0 -1 1 0 
0 LOGIR) 
( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-9)) 
















Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
b) Mercury on M a r s  
DX DY 07 
(IN UNITS OF 10*+(-lb)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM tPOCH 1850.0) 









































NDZ NU U / t O S  ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10*+(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED RY N+T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM €POCH) 
J cos 51N cos SIN cos S I N  
0 41 0 -6 0 10 0 
1 -442 238 -129 -221 -74 -168 
2 -10 6 -6 -10 -3 -8 
3 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 
A-86 
d K  
G O  
0 1  
0 2  
0 3  
U k  
0 5  










I -2  
1 - 1  
I O  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
L k  













2 0  
2 1  
1 2  














3 0  
3 1  














k 9  
4 10 






















































































































































































- 1  
2 
6 



































































































































































































































- I  
1 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A - 4 .  (Cont. 1 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
c )  Venus on Mars  
NO2 NU 0 ( IONG-1  
------------(IN UNITS OF 1O*+l-4) SECONDS OF APCI------------ 
cos SIN cos SIN ros SIN 
0 LOGlRl 
IlN UNlT5 OF 10*+(-911 
COS SIN K I 
0 0 0 2052 0 0 0 
0 2 151 -8 0 0 
-1 -22 26 -2 -1 -22 
0 -2 3 0 0 -4 


















-154 3 4 8  
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 5 
0 0 45 
0 -1 369 
17 -4 3172 
1747 1139 34 150 
-6009 -3168 -2539 
-2836 -1277 467 
-57 -26 -112 
-3 -1 -9 























































0 0 -1 0 
0 0 -5 4 
0 0 -40 31 
4 6 -347 265 
-182 -239 -3618 2781 
619 761 lOhO -876 
163 193 3 1 8  -267 
164 186 217 -190 
173 191 195 -177 
0 5 23 -26 

































































- 1  -6 











































































































































































































0 0 -12 -I -1 9 -1 I 
10 -12 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 0 
A-89 
Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
c)  Venus o n M a r s  
DX DY r j  z 
( I N  UNITS OF 10++(-16)) 































































NDZ NU u/cos ( I ) 
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECOND5 OF ARC AND ARE TO HE MULTIPLIED RY N+T 
WHERE IU=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE OISTURBED PLANtT (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  COS S I N  
0 2589 0 -1 1 0 -412 0 
1 -27714 479 -239 -13857 2934 -3851 
2 -645 1 1  -1 1 -645 136 -179 
3 -30 0 -1  -45 10 -13 
4 -2 0 0 -4 1 -1 
A- 90 
Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic Terms 
d) Jupiter on Mars  
l, 0 2288968 
(1 1 -691904I 
0 2  1003419 - 
0 3  69432 
( 1 4  4151 
0 5  180 
( 1 6  -4 
u 7  -3 
L - L O  -2 
1 -9 -16 
I -8 -136 
1 -7 -1121 
I -6 -9369 
1 -5 -18019 
I -4 -649412 
1 - 3  -53098113 
I -2  -3946*168 
I -1 1844810 
1 0 103261583 
1 1  -600265 
1 2  -b33247 
1 3  -61841 
L +  -7804 
1 5  -956 
1 6  -116 
I 7  -14 
























- 3  
-131970 
0 












































































































































































i -2  
c -1  
L O  
2 1  
2 2  
‘ 3  
I ! *  
L 5  































































































































2 1  














































3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
3 4  
3 5  
3 6  




















































































































































































4 0  
k 1  
4 2  
4 3  
4 4  
4 6  












5 0  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  





























































































































































28 33 0 0 
172 164 0 0 
106 -345 0 0 
2548 -6611 3 -9 
l l l P l  494 15 1 
9051 I9804 I 2  27 
-644 -3402 -1 -5 
-211 636 0 1 
-1 35 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
















Table A-4 .  (Cont. 














































































































































































































































































































-1198 -8 1 
-59 -548 
125 -63 
3 - 74 
-11 -29 
-2 -3 































































































































































































































20 -32 0 



















0 0 0 
10 
IO 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
d) Jupiter on Mars  
NU2 NU D (LDNu.1 D L3GlRl 


















































































- 1 Y 6  
- I2  






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7 -1  




























Table A - 4 .  ( Cont. ) 





























































2 1  
6 
-5 
- 2  
-4 
-8 






























Table A-4. (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  













DX DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS OF 1 0 * * ( - 1 6 ) )  
(TO BE M U L T l F L I t D  BY TIME I N  DAYS FRO& EPOCH 1850.0) 
























































NDZ NU u/co5 ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 1 0 * * ( - 6 )  SECOND5 OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
WHERE N=THE MtAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=T IHE I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos 51N CDS S I N  cos S I N  
0 65331 0 -2228 0 -13278 0 
1 -699337 95239 -47619 -349669 94602 57645 
2 -16277 2215 -2215 -16277 4400 2683 
3 -757 103 -155 -1136 307 187 
4 -47 7 -13 -94 25 15 
5 -3 0 -1 -9 2 1 
















































































































































Table A-4 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic  T e r m s  











































































































































































































































































































































































































































U K O S  I I ) 
















































































































































Table A-4. (Cont. ) 









5 0  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  

































































































6 -2  
6 -1  
6 0  
6 1  
6 2  











































































































7 0  
7 1  


























































8 - 2  
8 -1  
8 0  






































































































































































Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
e )  Saturn on Mars  
J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  






1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  







2 0  
2 1  
2 2  






3 0  
3 1  






4 0  














































































































































































































































































































































































Table A-4. (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
e )  Saturn on Mars  
DX DY DZ 
(IN UNITS O F  10*+(-16)) 
(TO BE hULTlPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.01 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 -1904634 



























































NDZ NU u/cos ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO t3E MULTIPLIED BY N+T 
WHERE N=THE MtAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos S1N cos SIN cos SIN 
0 349 1 0 -89 0 -1089 0 
1 -37367 3779 -1890 -18684 7759 554 
2 -870 88 -88 -870 361 26 
3 -40 4 -6 -6 1 25 2 
4 -3 0 -1 -5 2 0 
A-99 
Table A-4 .  (Cont. ) 
P e r  iodic Terms  
f )  Uranus on Mars  





























































































































































































































































































4 0  
4 1  
4 2  







































































5 0  
5 1  
5 2  
2 -1 










6 0  









































































Table A-4. (Cont. ) 
f )  Uranus o n M a r s  
NO2 NU 0 (LONG.) 





































































































































































Table A - 4 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
f )  Uranus o n M a r s  
J 
DX DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF lO**(-lh)) 
( T O  BE kULTIPLIED BY T I I ~ E  IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.01 
cos 
4528 




















































NDZ NU u/cos ( I )  
(THE TEWMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECOND5 OF ARC AND ARE T O  BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
dHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN COS SIN cos SIN 
0 63 0 
1 -67 1 -9 
2 -16 0 
3 -1 0 
0 0 -5 0 
4 -336 36 64 
0 -16 2 3 
0 -1  0 0 
A- 102 




























































































g) Neptune on Mars 

















































































































































































































































































































































































J K  
0 0  




1 0  





2 0  
2 1  
3 -2 
3 -1 
3 0  
Table A-4.  (Cont. ) 
g) Neptune on Mars  
0 (LONG.) 
SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 




















28 -2 1 
4 -4 
0 0 0 0 -1 1 
-1 1 1 1 -6 7 
-19 23 19 16 -46 55 
-283 340 168 140 -2R4 341 
5 -0 8 6 -7 1 24 










0 LOGIR)  



















Table A-4. (Cont. ) 
J 
Secular T e r m s  
g) Neptune on Mars  
ox DY 
( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
DZ 
cos S I N  cos S I N  COS S I N  
-189 0 -98340 0 -3635 0 
-9 1533 1533 -15 25899 13853 
62 32638 -32495 62 1205 645 
9 4551 -454 1 9 84 45 
1 565 -564 1 7 4 
0 68 -68 0 0 0 
0 8 -8 0 0 0 
NO2 NU U / C O S ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO RE MULTIPLIED BY N+T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND TzTIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos S I N  c3s SIN COS S I N  
0 18 0 
1 -195 0 





38 2 1  
2 1 
A- 105 
J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
0 3  
0 4  
1 -3 
1 -2 
1 0  
2 0  
3 0  
4 0  
5 0  
6 0  
7 0  
Table A - 5 .  Jupiter 
Per iodic  T e r m s .  
a)  Mercury  on Jupiter 
DX OY OZ .......................... (IN "NITS OF 1011(-12))--------------------------- 
cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
-23640 0 -4560 0 -1413 0 
295771 354 -526 295738 0 0 
4928 -4538 4537 4930 -4 -24 
42 -246 246 42 0 -1 










2975 -5034 5868 2916 444 563 
454 -092 896 446 68 86 
82 -162 162 8 1  12 16 
16 -32 32 16 2 3 
3 -7 7 3 0 0 
0 -1  2 0 0 0 
NDZ NU D (LONG.) ------------ (IN UNITS OF 10*+1-4) SECOND5 OF ARC)------------ 
J K  C05 SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 0  0 0 117 0 
0 1  0 0 -2 -4 
0 0 
0 0 
1 -2 1 0 1 -1 2 1 
1 -1  23 11 11 -23 23 11 
1 0  -2 -1 0 0 -1 0 
2 -1  2 1 1 -2 2 1 
u/cos I 1 1  

















(IN UNITS OF 10**(-91) 
cos SIN 
25 0 
0 -1  
0 0 
2 -5 
0 .  0 
0 0 
A- 106 
Table A - 5 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
a)  Mercury on Jupiter 
DX DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS OF 10+*(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  cos SIN 
0 -1348 0 -3369 0 419 0 
1 -33 27 27 -54 -5785 -2048 
2 447 1122 -1120 447 -139 -49 
3 32 81 -8 1 32 -5 -2 
4 2 5 -5 2 0 0 
NOZ NU u/cos ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N+T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AN0 T=TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  cos S I N  
0 1 0 
1 -12 5 
12 0 -1 
-1 0 1 0 
-3 -6 -16 -6 
0 0 0 0 
A- 107 
Table A - 5 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic  T e r m s  

























































cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
-305000 0 -4178 0 -1291 0 -1 0 
4 3 0 4 5 6 2 301 -505 4301223 0 0 0 0 
110594 -4155 4152 110541 375 -333 0 0 
4068 -267 267 4067 22 -20 0 0 
175 -15 15 175 1 -1 0 0 
8 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 
0 -2 
4 -1 1 
11 -48 
-27 -49 














-1  -2 
64411 26535 
















































































0 -2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 
NO2 NU 0 (LONG.) 0 LOGIRI ----------- (IN UNITS OF 10++l-41 SECONDS OF ARC)------------ (IN UNITS OF 10**l-9))  
J K  cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 0  
0 1  
0 0 1708 0 
0 0 5 -3 
0 0 360 0 
0 0 1 -1 
1 -3 1 0 -1 -2 3 -2 0 -1 
15 -8 -16 -30 45 -23 -5 -9 
623 -325 -325 -623 621 -324 -68 -131 
-45 24 0 0 -15 8 2 3 
1 -2 
1 -1 
1 0  
2 -1 2 -1 -1 -2 2 -1 0 0 
A- 108 
Table A - 5 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
b) Venus on Jupiter 
DX DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos SIN cos S I N  cos SIN 
0 -4372 0 -203806 0 5107 0 
1 -105 1640 1640 -176 -70501 -83854 
2 1450 67856 -67777 1449 -1700 -2022 
3 105 4907 -4904 105 -6 1 -73 
4 7 316 -315 7 -3 -3 
5 0 20 -20 0 0 0 
6 0 1 -1 0 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( 1 )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
NHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN cos S I N  cos SIN 
0 36 0 
1 -744 16 
2 -9 0 
5 0 0 
10 1 0 
12 0 -1  
-1 0 












Table A-5.  (Cont. ) 
Periodic  T e r m s  
c) Ea r th  on Jupiter 
UICOS I I) 
110**1-4) SECONDS OF ARC1 























































































































































































































































































































































































































0 0 -1 
NOZ NU D (LONG.) 
------------(IN UNITS OF 10**(-4) SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
COS SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
D LOGIR) 
(IN UNITS OF 10++(-9)) 
cos S I N  J K  
0 0  
0 1  
















1 0  















0 0 0 1 
2 -2 
2 -1 









Table A - 5 .  (Cont.) 
Secular T e r m s  
c )  Ear th  on Jupiter 
ox DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 1 0 * * ( - 1 6 ) )  
( T O  BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850 .0 )  
cos SIN cas SIN cos SIN 
-41164 0 -494368 0 -595 0 
-99 3 3979 3979 -1656 8215 156281 
13658 164598 -164406 13642 198 3769 
989 11903 -11896 988 7 136 
6 4  765 -765 6 4  0 6 
4 48 -48 4 0 0 
0 3 -3 0 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I 1  
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10* * ( -61  SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
WiiERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 






- 87 0 -3  0 1804 150 -75 -901 
-22 2 -2 -22 
0 0 0 -1 
0 -1 0 0 
-2  0 



























































































Table A-5 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic T e r m s  


























































































































































































































































































































































J K  
0 0  
0 1  




1 0  
2 -2 
2 -1 
2 0  
Table A-5 .  (Cont. ) 
d) Mars on Jupi ter  
0 0 239 0 
0 0 -10 10 




-1 1 U -1 -1 1 
-5 4 i 3 -11 11 
-120 150 151 121 -120 110 
9 -11 0 0 3 -4 
1 0 
-6 I 
0 -1  
1 2 1 0 
i 6 -6 7 a 0 0 0 
D LOOtR) 













Table A - 5 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
d) Mars  on Jupiter 
DX DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 58339 0 -61381 0 3329 0 
1 1407 494 494 2347 -45951 5834 
2 -19356 20436 -20413 -19333 -1108 141 
3 -1401 1478 -1477 -1401 -40 5 
4 -90 95 -95 -90 -2 0 
5 -6 6 -6 -6 0 0 
NDZ NU uicos ( I ) 
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 11 0 1 0 9 0 
1 -224 -213 106 -112 -126 16 
2 -3 -3 3 -2 -3 0 
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 
12 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
A-114 
Table A-5. (Cont. ) 
Periodic Te rms  
e )  Saturn on Jupiter 
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- 1 2 4 ~ 4 ~ 4 ~ 0  





























































































































- 3 3 5 ~ ~ 6 0 5  
1530730436 






















4 3 1  













































































































































































Table A - 5 .  (Cont. ) 





4 -9 .. -8 







4 u  
S I  
l a  2 
- 3  
4 4  
4 5  
5 -15 
5 -14 
5 - 1 3  
5 -12 










5 u  
5 -n 
-3 

















- 3 ~ q s n ~ 4 0  
0 3 n 
-8 0 n 













1 na I 90’1 
71419 
7771 











































































































































I I  
70 
I 4 1  




























































5 2  
5 3  
> 4  
5 5 
‘ r b  










h - 1 3  
(I -I2 









L O  
b 1  
b 2  
6 3  
6 4  
6 16 
6 - i n  




























4 7 0 6 6  
-451705 
1547hb11 








































































































4 0 1 ~ 7 n o  
-6619158 
-6119173 
z n 9 0 q ~ n i  
4 6 0 4 4 1 9  
-31nnq6 
-1lR71 









120 -13 263 -9 
-1401 -1615 2990 -134 
4.404 -10534 26136 -1147 
-21319 -67352 139ion  - I  1165 
-734145 -6261811 93347 -9881 
726136 1313501 210469k -94779 
13711040 -331966 4556533 1R5064 
11525526 18611104 -11345904 979018 
-2n913nio 20983181) 21027689 41174% 

































4 0  
76 












1 -1  
7 0  
1 1  
1 2  








































_. . . 
-n62134 
. .  













































































( I O  
U t  



































































































Table A - 5 .  (Cont. ) 

















9 0  


























































































































































































- R 8  
-7n4 
799 












































































































































































1 1  -16 443 396 -8 1 - 4 R  - 1  1 0 0 
A 1  -15 
1 1  -14 
11 -13 
1 1  -12 
1 1  -11 
1 1  -10 
1 1  -9 
1 1  -8 
1 1  -7 
1 1  -6 
11 -5 
I 1  -4 
1 1  -3  
1 1  -2 
1 1  -1 
1 1  0 
11 13 
1 1  14 
1 1  15 







































































































































































































































































































































Table A - 5 .  (Cont. ) 
e)  Saturn on Jupi ter  
1 3  - 1 6  
13 -15 
13 -14 
13  -13 
1 3  - 1 2  
1 %  -11 
1 3  -10 
13 -9 
13 -8 
13  -7 
13 -6 
1 1  -5 
1 3  -4 
1 3  - 3  
13 -2 
13  I I  
13 12 
13  13 
1 3  14 
13 15  
13 I6  
I *  - I t  
I *  -15 
1 4  -14 
I 4  - 1 3  
1 4  - I 7  
1% - 1 1  
1 4  -10 
1 4  -9 
1 4  -R 
1 4  -7 
I4 -6 
14 -5 
1 4  -4 
1 4  -3  
1 4  I I  
1 4  12 
14 13 
I 4  14 
14  15 
1 4  I 6  
1 4  in 
1 5  -16  
15 -15 
15 - 1 4  
1’ - I 3  
I5 -12 
15 - 1 1  
15 -10 
15 -9 




















16 -11  
I b  -10 









16 1 1  
16 12 
16 1 3  
I6 14 
I 6  15 
16 16 
37h5 
















7 1  
-535 
-9R9 
7 1 7 4 1  









- 1  1 1 713 
-77R 
-13 
n - 1 0 
7 1  
54 
- 1  4 R  
R73 
44499 
-4 1 ni, 




- I  4546 














I ~ 7 6  
77 
43 
h P R 5  
57P75 











































































































































































































































- 4 4 5 1 7  
-2301 




























i n 3 2 1  
-4970 
2479 










































































- 1  
-149 














































1 1 1% 
-h4 
-4 
7 h h  
14H 
























3 5 R  
-85 
































- 7 7  
7 
14 







- I  
1 
0 















































































Table A-5.  (Cont. ) 
e) Saturn on Jupiter 
.I K c3s SIN cos SIN cos S1N 
n o  171 0 -8752 0 n n 
n i  -1 1483 6835 -1601 n n 
I) 2 200 -327 483 384 370 -397 





1 1 1  9n 
n n 
0 4  2 1 











1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
0 0 
0 -1 






7 5  -89 





















































7 0  
2 1  
2 2  


























































6 R  37 
in16 471 
15150 681 5 
29734 -1991 
-5477 1771 
-1 5 7 
2i~3n9 90409 
-783  1 nu 
-1 . n  
7 -7 
3 -6 





3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
















































-1 985 -647 
-519 -1461 
-39 -148 




7 0  
4 -8 0 0 
4 -7 7 1 
0 0 
1 -5 
1 . o  
17 -7 
0 0 







4 0  
4 1  






















































































5 0  
5 1  
5 2  















































































Table A-5 .  (Cont. ) 









6 -1  
6 0  
-1 -1 
-15 -15 















-5 1 73 
16 -15 
2 -1 
-3  -7 





























7 -1  





-1 17 538 














































































4 1 7  -3155 
50 27 
3 4 
-579 1 1 1 0  




17 -1 h 
71 1 99 
-1 57 1 RO 
- 1 1 1  -197 
97 -7 
-13 h? 



































-474 38 1 

















in - 1 1  


















































- 1  -4 
-1 0 -27 
-63  -69 
191 -154 
1 7.9 254 
-1R6 17 




















1 1  -16 
1 1  -13 
1 1  -12 
11 -11 
11 -10 
1 1  -9 
1 1  -8 
I 1  -7 
1 1  -6 
1 1  -5 
1 1  -4 
1 1  -3 





-55 -1 02 
13H -33 
-7 107 


























-57 -2 1 
44 -64 


















Table A-5. (Cont, ) 










































































I ?  
17 





- I  
-1 

















































' .  -3  
13 -17 
1 1  -16 
-2 




1 '  - 1  
0 
0 
1 3  -15 
1 3  -14 
1 3  - 1 3  
1 3  -12  
17 -11  
13  -10 
1 1  -9 
13 -8 


































-1 - I  
14  - 3 5  
-10 12 
-12 1 1  
5 -R 
0 -1 































































13 I n  
14 -17 
14 -I6 
14 - 1 5  
14 -14 
14 - 1 3  




14 -R  
14 -7 
14 -6 
14 I 6  
14 17 
























- I  
- i n  
0 




















- 1 3  
R 
1 












































































































































































1 5  -14 
15 -13  
15 -12 
15 - 1 1  
15 -10 
1 5  -9 
1 5  -B 





































































































l b  16 
1 h  17 






























Table A-5. (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
e)  Saturn on Jupiter 
DX DY 07 
( I N  UNITS OF 10++(-16~) 
(TO BF MULTIPLIFD RY TIME I N  DAYS FROM FPOCH 1850.0) 
.I  cos SIN cos S I N  cos STN 
0 -278771242 0 
1 -6723968 2522170 
2 92491329 104301143 
3 6696557 7542798 
4 430721 484962 
5 27051 3045 1 
h 1691 1903 
7 106 119 




























NDZ NU u/cos( I )  
( T Y F  TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO R F  MLJLTIPIIFD RY N+T 
WHFRF N=THE MFAN MOTION OF THF DISTLJRRED PLANET (RADIDAY) AND T-TIME TN DAYS FROM FPOCHl 
.I CDS S I N  cos S1N cos STN 
0 55169 0 -12289 0 -9093 0 
1 -1142851 1017595 -508798 -571425 125513 -384314 
7 -13780 12267 -13267 -13780 3076 -6857 
3 -332 296 -464 -491 109 -24R 
4 -1 1 9 -19 -3 7 5 -1 1 

































































































































- 3  
-2 



















Table A-5.  (Cont. ) 
Periodic Te rms  





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































UlCOS I I 






















































































































































Table A-5.  (Cont. ) 





























































1 1  
11 






1 1  
11 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 1  
-11 
9 

































































































































































1 1  0 -2 










Table A-5.  (Cont. ) 
f )  Uranus on Jupi ter  
NDZ NU D (LONG.) 
------------(IN UNITS OF lo++(-4) SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
D LOGtR) 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8 -2 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
A-125 
Table A - 5 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
f )  Uranus on Jupiter 
J 
DX DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 10*+(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 









































NDZ luU u/cos ( I ) 
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY k*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 


























































Table A - 5 .  (Cont. ) 
Per iodic  T e r m s  

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8 -8 4 -12 13 4 0 0 0 0 
8 -6 1 0 0 1 0 0 - 0  0 
8 7  -I 1 5 2 0 0 0 0 
8 8  -10 31 32 10 0 0 0 0 


















































Table A - 5 .  (Cont. ) 
g)  Neptune on Jupiter 
NDZ NU 










































































SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 




































































































Table A - 5 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
g) Neptune on Jupiter 
DX DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 10++(-161) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED 5Y TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
-23428 0 -1122961 0 -18457 0 
-565 9038 9038 -942 254783 -74010 
7773 373885 -373449 7764 6143 -1785 
563 27038 -27023 562 222 -65 
36 1738 -1738 36 10 -3 
2 109 -109 2 0 0 
0 7 -7 0 0 0 
(THE TERMS ARE IN 
#HERE N=THE MEAN 
NDZ NU u/cos ( 1 )  
UNITS OF 10+*(-6] SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 198 0 -2 0 - 5 0  0 
1 -4097 85 -43 -2048 697 -202 
2 -50 1 -1 -49 17 -5 
3 -1 0 0 -2 1 0 
A- 129 
u o  
0 1  
0 2  
0 3  




1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
2 -2 
2 -1 
2 0  
i l  
3 -2 
3 -1 
3 0  
3 1  
4 0  
5 0  
Table A-6.  Saturn 
Periodic Terms 
a) Mercury on Saturn 
cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
-50105 0 1305 0 -1703 










D 0 0 













6 1 2 -7 0 0 
-14 -4 4 -15 0 0 
4377 1123 -1188 4337 557 473 































15 13 0 0 
3 3 0 0 
NDZ NU D 1LONG.l 0 LDGIRI 
(IN UNITS OF 10*+1-4) SECDNOS OF ARC)------------ (IN UNITS OF 10**(-9)l ------------ 
J K  cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 0  0 0 116 0 0 0 24 0 
0 1  0 0 -2 1 0 0 0 0 
1 -2 0 0 1 0 0 1 
1 -I -3 11 11 3 -3 11 
1 0  0 -1 0 0 0 0 






Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
a) Mercury on Saturn 
DX DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-16))  
( T O  BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  cus S I N  
0 33 0 -919 0 41 0 
1 0 9 9 2 -487 1323 
2 -1  1 306 -305 -1  1 -14 37 
3 0 26 -26 0 0 2 
4 0 2 -2 0 0 0 
NDZ NU U/COS (I 1 
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**1-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 





















































































Table A-4. (Cont. ) 
Periodic Te rms  
b) Venus on Saturn 
U K O S  I I I 
IlO**l-41 SECONDS OF 




-655260 0 -2894 0 -287 0 
7752221 233 -415 7745609 0 0 
214480 -2871 2865 214358 -240 -127 
8774 -250 250 8770 -16 -9 
423 -19 19 423 -1 0 
22 -1 1 22 0 0 























































































0 -2 -2 0 0 
2 -9 -9 -2 0 
7 -32 -32 -7 0 
4 -3 -1 -4 0 
-3 -1 1 -4 0 
4110 -3378 3377 4114 213 
-4 4 -4 -4 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-42 0 0 















0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-4 
0 
NOZ NU 0 (LONG.) 
(IN UNITS OF lO*+I-*l SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
cos SIN cos SI! cos SIN 
------------ 0 LOGIRI (IN UNITS OF 10**1-91) 
cos SIN J K  
0 0  0 0 1678 0 
0 1  0 0 -1 -1 
0 0 353 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 -3 0 0 1 -1 1 2 0 0 
1 -1 228 277 278 -228 227 277 58 -48 
1 0  -19 -24 0 0 -7 -8 -2 1 
1 -2 6 8 15 -13 19 23 5 -4 
2 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 0 0 
A- 132 
Table A-6 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
b) Venus on Saturn 
DX DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS Of 10**(-161) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.01 
J cos S I N  cos S I N  cus S I N  
0 -368 0 -49736 0 854 0 
1 -10 465 465 -17 -10139 18832 
2 122 16553 -16527 122 -284 528 
3 10 1390 -1389 10 -12 22 
4 0 104 -104 0 0 1 
5 0 8 -8 0 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I) 
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN YOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T = T I M t  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 





















































































A- 1 3 3  
Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic Terms 
c) Earth on Saturn 
U/COS( I) 
(lO**l-41 SECONDS OF ARC1 








-3452 0 -250 0 
-473 9650636 0 0 
3426 255752 -203 710 
231 9939 -19 48 
13 455 -1 3 
0 23 0 0 





















































































































4 32 -2 -4 
10 -6 -6 -10 
1 0 0 0 












0 0 3 
4 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
0 (LONG.) NOZ NU 
--+---------(IN UNITS OF lO*+l-4) SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
CQS SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 LOGIRI 
(IN UNITS OF 10**(-9)) 
cos SIN J K  
0 0 2091 0 0 0 
0 0 -6 -1 0 0 
440 0 
-1 0 
0 0  
























1 0  
1 1  
2 -1 1 9 5 -1 1 5 I 0 









Table A-6. (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
e) Ear th  on Saturn 
DX Q Y  DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 10++(-16)1 









































NDZ NU u/cos ( 1 )  
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10++(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY FI+T 
WERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RADiDAY) AND T t T I M E  IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 















































































Table A-6 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic Terms 





































































































































































































































































































































































NDZ NU 0 (LONG.) 
------------(IN UNITS OF 10++(-4) SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
0 LOGiRI 
( I N  UNITS OF 10++~-911 
cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN K 
0 0 222 0 0 0 
0 0 4 7 0 0 







0 0 0 0 -1 0 
-2 -1 -3 5 -8 -4 
-92 -46 -46 92 -9 1 -46 









-1 -4 -2 -2 4 -4 -2 
A- 136 
Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
d) M a r s  on Saturn 
DX bY DZ 
( I N  U N I T S  OF 10** ( -16)1  
(TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY T I M E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos S I N  cos SIN Cb5 5 I IV 
0 901 1 0 -35221 0 -4 I 9  0 
1 252 329 329 42 1 5695 13578 
2 -2985 11722 -1 1703 -2980 159 300 
3 -251 985 -984 -251 7 16 
4 -19 74 -73 -19 0 0 
5 -1 5 -5 -1 0 0 
NDZ NU U / C O S ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN U N I T S  OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY N+T 
MHERE N=THE MtAb MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AhD T = T I k E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 



















































































A- 1 3 7  
Table A-6. (Cont. ) 
Periodic Terms 























































































































































































































































































-9 -5415374 -13349137 -13344921 5433675 
-8 -81554497 -200634526 -200555451 81522799 
-7 -1293946666 -3170885056 -3169222172 1293281256 
-6 -23073889298 -55948815405 -55904946195 23056408861 
-5 L613700806 -22506336313 -22340469699 -2103409697 
-4 23303980520 58997459496 -56217120992 25151029069 
-3 -914577069 11420930646 -10315711623 1696913218 
-2 153925355 662336310 -704122752 96756654 







































































0 33623313 113454444 -113551818 33631572 
1 893624 -452079 441542 891346 
2 81944 -49635 49380 81631 
3 1603 -4726 4723 1573 
4 714 -405 408 713 
5 68 -34 35 69 
6 7 -4 4 8 






























Table A-6 .  (Cont. ) 


































































































































































































































































































































































7 0  
8 8  


























































































































































































































































































































A- 1 3 9  
Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 









































6 0  
6 1  
6 2  





























































































































































































































































































7 1  

























0 0 12 
188 
1 
22 0 0 















8 0  


































































































































































Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 

















































1 1  








1 1  





1 1  
11 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































12 -2 1 1 
12 11 5 -3 
12 12 26 -8 
I2 13 101 -47 
12 14 271 -1077 
12 15 1371 -20247 
A-141 
Table A-6 .  (Cont. ) 
e) Jupiter on Saturn 
-321996 -83389 1L 16 82908 
13 -16 -84489 
13 -15 -166376 
13 -14 -15219 ’ 
13 -13 -19993 
13 -1.2 2597 
13 -11 -87 
13 -10 849 
13 -9 1144 
13 -a 710 
13 -7 290 
13 -6 80 
13 -5 12 
13 -4 0 
13 -3 -1 
13 10 3 
13 I 1  6 
13 I2 -11 
13 13 -63 
13 14 1370 
13 15 32508 
13 16 444169 












































































1 4  -16 51333 
14 -15 139182 
1 4  -14 4673 
14 -13 -1552 
14 -I2 2971 
14 -11 2980 
14 -10 1625 
I4 -9 430 
14 -8 -14 
14 -7 -67 
1 4  -6 -34 
1 4  -5 -11 
I4 -4 -3 
14 9 -2 
I *  10 -15 
14 I 1  -66 
14 12 -214 
14 13 -510 
14 14 -1554 
14 15 -19794 




































































































15 -16 76130 
15 -15 77924 
I5 - I 4  5168 
15 -13 2418 
15 -12 -24 
15 -11 -1394 
15 -10 -1152 
15 -9 -540 
15 -8 -171 
15 -7 -37 
15 -6 -4 
15 -5 0 
15 (I -3 
































-4 I 1 3  
34 -4 
-2 -11 
0 -3  



















15 IO -7 

















































































































































































































Table A-6.  (Cont. ) 









(IN UNITS 3F l0**(-9)) 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 -1 -2 2 -1 1 -3 2 0 0 
A-143 
Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 -1  















































































































































-2 5 33 
































































Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 
e )  Jupiter on Saturn 
11 -17 
11 -16 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular Te rms  
e)  Jupiter on Saturn 
DX DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos 51N cas SIN GJ5 S I N  
0 1082707325 0 
1 30336596 16455863 
2 -358b36175 581781678 
3 -30170121 48864868 
4 -2L54263 36491M3 
5 -164455 266148 
e, -1 1940 19321 
7 -867 1404 
B -63 102 





















N W  hU u/cos ( I  1 
(TdE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 














































































































































f h 9 1 7 4 7  
l3bMkn6 
55?n6 
5 7  
-1190k in i  






































-1  711 knv 

























7 k 9  
7 k 2 9  
in?45 












- I O U  
-1  7b93 










- 3  




m 7 - n  
-77606 



















-283eb l f  
-ab77 
- 1 1 1  























































































































































































t t l l  
0 
0 































































1 V  
?b3 











- I  
-1 
bS 

































































































































































































































- 1 0 7 ~ 3  
































- 3 5 k 3 1 3  
-5b41176 



























k I I  127U35 
2370k3b71 
10972479 



















k b  















































7 1  
2 
3 




l k 2 7 5  








































1 i n n n  
7173 
I 1  
























4 1 6  
-6210 
-167501 
3 b W I b  
-3341Sb1 





















- I  1 
-131 
-12b7 



























b -2  
6 -n 
-2 










I n 2  
A-147 
Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 
f )  Uranus on Saturn 

































- I  3 
-1 2 


































































































































- 3  










































0 135 131 9n I b  
ROC 868 599 141 
1913 3 6 b b  3 3 3 k  153 
-21196 1373 19ObI -171 
-140072 I2327k 9364 -5917 
146507 -look51 733177 13S76 






3 ~ 3 3 1 2  













-1  I b 0  
-17 































- n w w  


































































- 1 4  
-13  
-I2 







- 3  
-2  
- 1  

















































- I  427 





























































































- I  
0 

























-2 -6 I I  n 
-35 -I7 -37 -4 
-5k -45 -137 -37 
- I  1 -162 -160 - l k l  
7825 -8kR -3196 99 
l53Ml -15027 -ion04 461 
- 3 ~ 2 4 2  3k66l -27366 -7511 
-10982 13641 L ? I I I I  POL 
32380 -28334 -n+1 IkSb 
4 4 1 8  1k047 -1snnn -1704 
-1961 l a l o  13111 159 
-9038 9036 1 b? -46 
-355 355 11. -5 






















































R u n  
4 3 i a  
I 7hnn 





























































































































































I b  


















































- I S  











I k  
I5 








































0 n I 
-12 -12 15 





Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 
f )  Uranus on Saturn 
1 3  - I h  
13 -15 
13 - I f ,  
1 4  - I 3  
13 -12 
1 5  -11 
15 - 1 1 1  
1 1  -9 
13 -8  
13 -7 
13 -6 
1 3  -5 
13 -4 
I ?  - 3  
13 14 
13 15  































4 3 5  
263 
























7 -3  
R -7 
7 1 1  
-RR -79 
17h -171 
137 71 1 
-191 7R 
7.4 -117 
49 34  
-39 76 
4 5 





































1 s  -14 
14 - 1 3  
1 4  -12 
14 -11 
14 -10 
1 4  -9 
1 4  -8  




14 - 3  
I ' +  I ?  
1') 1 3  
I 4  14 
14 15 








i i n  
n 
CIS 1 
















- in18  
105 
155 













































i n 4 7  




-7 1 34 
-67 -73 
117 -47 
-7 97  
-51 -7 3 
21  -70 










































15 - l t J  
-594 
-1  04R 
-777 
- 6 5 1  
79h 
941 





























































17 1 3  
-39 70 
-R -57 
47 1 1  
-17 75 

















































I t  -14  
IC -13 
16 -12 





l b  -6 
16 -5 
It 10 
16 1 1  
4 n ~  





































- i n  
7 
5 
- 1  1 
-4 





















































































16 1 3  
16 14  




0 -832 5 R  


























































































i n  
i n  










- 3  
-7 





























- 3  
-2  















































. I @  
- 9  
-* 
-7 
Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 
f )  Uranus on Saturn 
*ID7 NII n (I nN6.i 









1 4 9 3  
515R 





































- 3 3 3  
- 1  392 
7172 
-3D 

















1 h l  
-5 












I ?  
-22 
I 

























I 1 7 6 1 8  
75916 
- I 4  
0 
7 n 1 9  

































































- i n  
- I  




































































I 1  
13 


































4 1  










































- 3 1 2  
















4 3  





















































i n  
730115 

















































































i I m o ?  







- i w  





























































- I  
-3  
-5 




























i n !  





- l ? 6 3  
-9 
- I  
n 
a n  
-72n 
-111 
- I  
977 






- 1 1 4  
13 
b9R 


























- I  













































































































Table A-6. (Cont. ) 






















11 - 1 2  
11 - 1 1  
11 - 1 0  
1 1  -9  
11 - R  
11 - 7  
1 1  -6 






































- 1  n 
5 n 
- 1  1 
- 1  -4 
-1  7 





-1  0 







12 - 1 2  
17 - 1 1  
17 - I C  
17 -9 































13 - 1 7  
13 -11  
13 -10 
0 








0 0 1 
1 - 1  






0 0 - 1  0 0 15 1 7  0 -1 1 
16 - 1 7  0 0 1 -1  0 0 n - 1  
A-151 
Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
f )  Uranus on Saturn 
DX DY 07 
( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-161) 
(TO RF M U L T I P I I F D  BY TIME I N  DAYS FROM FPOCW 1850.0) 



































1 7  
0 
-8967 1 R 

















NDZ NU u/cos( 1) 
(THF TFRYS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARF TO RF MULTIPLIED RY N*T 
WHFRF N=THE YFAN MOTION OF THF OISTURRED PLANFT (RAD/DAY) AND T=TTME 1N DAY5 FROM FP0C.H) 




















7 0  
cos 
A02 1 









































































- 1  
CI 
- 1  
0 
0 















































Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic Te rms  
g) Neptune on Saturn 
U/COS ( I) 
(10**(-41 SECONDS OF ARC1 
cos SIN J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
0 3  
0 4  











14112 0 11064 0 
1781 -2971098 0 0 
-14048 307650 -795 -5976 
-479 13297 - 3 4  -220 
-13 535 -2 -10 













































































































I - I  
1 0  
1 1  









1 3  
1 4  




1 6  0 


































L - 3  
z -2 
2 -1 
2 0  
2 1  
L 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  



















































































































































































3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  











*r - I  
4 0  
4 1  
4 2  
















































































Table A - 6 .  (Cont. ) 
g) Neptune on Saturn 
5 -10 
5 -9  
5 -8 







5 0  
5 1  
5 2  






















































































- 1  



























































































































































































































































































































































































6 - 1  
6 0  





































































































































I D  -9 
10 -8 













































Table A-6 .  (Cont. ) 































































































NDZ NU D (LONG.1 













































































































































































































































(IN UNITS OF 10**(-9)) 
cos SIN 
-135 0 













































Table A-6 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular Te rms  
g) Neptune on Saturn 
DX DY DZ 
( I N  U N I T S  OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY T I M E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 

















































NDZ NU u/cos I I )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN U N I T S  OF 10**(-6) SECOND5 OF ARC AND ARE TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY h*T 
vlHERE W T H E  MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T = T I M E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 













































































Table A-7.  Uranus 
Periodic Te rms  
a) Mercury on Uranus 
U/COS( I) 
(10*+(-4) SECONDS OF ARC) 
cos SIN J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
0 3  
0 4  
0 5  
-75794 0 4999 0 -1171 
1077284 -346 591 1076669 0 
25314 4971 -4966 25305 -6 
865 353 -353 865 0 
3 4  22 -22 34 0 







I -3  
I -2  
I -1 
I O  
1 1  
1 2  
0 5 5 0 0 0 
-3  62 7 1  4 0 0 
9 -184 186 11 0 0 
-2125 32973 -34237 -1539 3 7 5 4  6008 
10 -185 183 11 0 0 







I - 2  0 6 8 0 
-37 
263 










L O  











3 0  
3 1  
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 -8 8 0 0 0 
16 -432 413 30 58 93 






4 0  













5 0  2 -49 49 3 2 3 0 0 
6 0  0 -14 14 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0  0 -4 4 0 0 0 0 0 
B O  0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NOZ NU 0 (LONG.) 0 LDGIW) 
(IN UNITS OF 10+*1-41 SECONDS OF ARC)------------ IIN UNITS OF 10*+1-9)) ------------ 
cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 0 116 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 24 0 
0 0 0 0 







Table A-7 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
a )  Mercury  on Uranus 
0x DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 10*+(-16))  
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
cos SIN cos SI& cus SIN 
-171 0 -141 0 -10 0 
-4  1 1 -7 147 175 
57 47 -47 57 3 4 
4 3 -3 4 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 1 U * * ( - 6 )  SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
W E R E  N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (HAD/DAY) AND T=TIMk IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 






































































































Table A-7 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic T e r m s  
b) Venus on Uranus 
0 -1099994 0 2835 0 -456 
1 15537835 -191 335 15528955 0 
2 358282 2819 -2816 358143 -143 
3 12337 197 -197 12333 -8 
4 502 12 -12 502 0 
5 22 0 0 22 0 
6 1 0 0 1 0 
-4 7 5 5 -7 0 
-3 109 88 90 -112 0 
-2 1410 1134 1202 -1494 0 
-I -1596 -1283 1362 -1694 0 
0 1120733 901328 -902519 1122533 65253 
1 -1633 -1313 1312 -1631 0 
2 -42 -34  34 -42 0 
3 -2 -1 1 -2 0 
-3 0 3 3 0 0 
-2 5 4 4 -5 0 
-1 -11 -8 9 -11 0 
0 2958 2379 -2384 2965 223 
1 -1 1 -9 9 -11 0 
0 11 9 -9 1 1  1 
NPZ NU D ILONG.1 
(IN UNITS OF 10**1-4) SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
J K  cos SIN cos SIN cos 51N 
--_-_-_----- 
0 0  0 0 1672 0 
0 1  0 0 -1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 -3  0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 -2 -2 3 5 4 -1 8 
1 -1 -97 120 121 97 -91 120 
1 0  1 -9 0 0 2 -3 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
5 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 







48262 1 5 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
U 0 0 
0 0 0 
165 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 LOGIWI 







'Table A - 7 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  Terms 
b) Venus on Uranus 
DX DY 
(IN UNITS OF 10**(-16)1 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
DZ 
cos SIN cos SIN COS SIN 
3 1  0 -7202  0 -13 0 
0 56 5 6  1 1 Y  1 4709 
-10 2 3 9 8  -2395  -10 4 110 
0 1 6 9  -168 0 0 4 
0 1 1  -11 0 0 0 
NDZ rUU u/cos ( I) 
(TdE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 1 0 * * ( - 6 )  SECOND5 OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
HIHERE N=THE M€AN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANtT (RAD/pAy) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 




























































































A- 1 60 
Table A-7 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic T e r m s  
c) Earth on Uranus 
0 0  -1367687 0 17661 0 
0 1  19298711 -1226 2086 19287622 
0 2  443559 17565 -17545 443387 
0 3  15174 1214 -1214 15169 
u 4  613 75 -75 613 
0 5  27 4 -4 27 
0 6  1 0 0 1 
323 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
100 -6 0 0 
6 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
1 -4 6 14 14 -6 0 0 0 0 
1 -3  96 229 234 -98 0 0 0 0 
1 -2 1201 2959 3076 -1249 0 0 0 0 
1 -1 -845 -2080 2282 -926 0 0 0 0 
1 0  10 10736 2489360 -2489846 1010812 -18707 -36515 -2 -4 
1 1  -874 -2152 2152 -874 0 0 0 0 
1 2  -23 -57 57 -23 0 0 0 0 
1 3  0 -2 2 0 0 0 0 0 
z -4 -2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 
L -3 -9 11 11 9 0 0 0 0 
L -2 10 24 25 -11 0 0 0 0 
2 -1 -15 -32 34 -15 0 0 0 0 
2 0  7380 18177 -18181 738 1 -157 -306 0 0 
L l  -14 -34 34 -14 0 0 0 0 
3 0  79 195 -195 79 -2 -4 0 0 
4 0  0 2 -2 0 0 0 0 0 
0 L O G I R )  NDZ NU 0 (LONG.) 
(IN UNITS OF 10++(-4) SEC3NDS OF ARC)------------ (IN UNITS OF 10+*(-9))  ------------ 
J K  cos SIN cos SIN CUS SIN cos SIN 
0 0  0 
0 1  0 
0 2077 0 
0 -2 4 
0 0 437 0 
0 0 0 1 
1 -3 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 
6 2 4 
23 56 
0 0 7 -1 -1 
109 109 268 1 -1 -267 
1 0  19 -8 -3 
2 -6 2 5 12 -267 -I9 108 
2 -1 -2 1 1 2 -2 1 0 0 
A- 161 
Table A - 7 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
c) Ea r th  on Uranus 
DX DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 10*+( -16) )  
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos SIN cos SIN c(J5 SIN 
0 372 0 -17117 0 2 1  0 
1 9 134 134 15 -291 -3292 
2 -124 5699 -5693 -123 -7 -77 
3 -9 40 1 -400 -9 0 -3  
4 0 25 -25 0 0 0 
5 0 2 -2 0 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I )  
(TtiE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10++(-61 SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO t3E MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
vlHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TlME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 












1 1  
12 


















































Table A-7. (Cont. ) 
Periodic  T e r m s  
d) Mars  on Uranus 
U K O S  I I) 
(10**(-4) SECONDS O f  ARC1 
COS SIN cos SIN cos SIN cos Slh J K  
0 0  -126616 0 -4415 0 1296 L, 
2035967 275 -553 2033763 0 0 
b4412 -4387 4377 64364 -33 36 
2953 -382 382 2951 -2 2 
159 -30 30 159 0 0 







0 1  
0 2  
0 3  
0 4  





1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
-6 -2 -2 6 0 0 
-52 -17 -17 53 0 0 
-518 -138 -141 530 0 0 
198 53 -62 235 0 0 
-440169 -117380 117562 -439108 -8728 5162 
211 57 -57 211 0 0 












2 0  
2 1  
2 2 2 -2 0 
7 5 5 -7 0 
-23 -6 -7 24 0 
18 5 -6 20 0 
-19150 -5110 5114 -19116 -406 



















3 0  













0 0 2 0 0 2 
-95 -25 25 -95 -2 1 0 0 
0 
4 0  
5 0  -8 -2 2 -8 0 0 0 
NOZ NU 0 ILONG.) 
------------(IN UNITS OF 10+*1-4) SECDNOS OF ARC)------------ 
0 L O G I R I  
IIN UNITS OF 10**1-911 
cos Slh J K  cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
46 0 
1 0 
0 0  
0 1  
0 0 219 0 





1 0  
0 -1 -2 -1 1 -3 
13 -47 -47 -13 13 -47 





2 -1 1 -2 -2 -1 1 -2 0 0 
A-163  
Table A-7 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
d) Mars  on Uranus 
DX DY 
(IN UNITS OF 10**(-16)) 
IT0 BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.01 
DZ 
J COS SIN cos SIN cu5 SIN 
0 -217 0 -5126 0 -64 0 
1 -5 40 40 -8 905 922 
2 72 1707 -1705 72 21 22 
3 5 120 -110 5 0 0 
4 0 7 -7 0 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10+*(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
vlHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 





























































































Table A - 7 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic  T e r m s  












SIN cos 51N . Cob SIN cos 51N 
0 41315369 0 6308310 0 678 0 
-16111295 6062037 6390367255 0 0 U 0 
-82 -121 4 1 ~ 5 4 2 0 1  -40881702 269839196 -164973 
3t196992 -38n7129 1354485 L -48650 -8kOLI -5 -9 
346575 -345934 785789 -2897 -6097 0 -1 
30375 -30330 49863 -168 -453 0 0 
2636 -2632 3333 -9 -34 0 U 
227 -226 229 0 -3 0 0 
19 -19 I6 0 0 0 0 
























































































-I -2 1813094 
1 -31%741 
2 -96793 















































































































































































-53 5 3  
-4 4 
-20 -1 -1  
-308 3 4 
-2853 14 23 
-2265 I 61 126 
-158121 231 649 
-954059 680 2977 
-461656U an i  I 1  104 
-14123099 -5240 26649 
1010113 -42865 6496 
2042445 -166235 -5497 
-101030176 -1330227 -632822 
mon2 -643 -70 
1065 -46 -6 
48 -3  0 

































13 13 -1 
310 309 -20 
0 0 0 0 







































































































-1 941  
0 -1621193 
1 57  
2 2 
8 2 



























































































I 0 0 
 0 0 
I 0 0 
 0 0 
A- 165 
Table A-7. (Cont. ) 
e)  Jupiter on Uranus 
11129 809 





i 3Q4 11010 





























































































8 4 ~ 8  
3 n 4 3  
-541 
-109 








































- 1  
U 
- 1  
L 
9 
1 1  



















































































-1UY76 -72 74 


















t -3  
c -2  ' - 1  
o u  
0 7  
t u  
l r  v 


















































































































0 0  
t b  
8 7  
t B  
















































V 6  
9 7  
Y b  
Y 9 
L1 I U  
Y -n 
4R 1 -427 
84 1 -847 
122 - h l  
-11 -12 


















































l b  -7 
Ib  -b 




































Table A-7. (Cont. ) 
e )  Jupiter on Uranus 
NDZ NU D (LONG.) 
------------(IN UNITS OF 10**(-4) SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 
COS SI& cos SIN cos SIN 
D LOG(H) 
(IN UklTS OF 10**1-9)) 
C05 SIN J K  
v u  
0 1  
O 2  
0 3  
0 4  
u 5  
0 0 689432 0 0 0 
-11 5 1  25904 8877 0 0 
230 -1015 2196 865 230 -1015 
9 -43 140 67 20 -YO 
0 -2 9 5 1 -7 
















I O  
1 1  
1 2  




















































































































116 27 1 
1 5 
0 0 















L O  






























































3 -2  
3 -1  
3 0  






























4 -2  
4 -1 





































































































7 1 1  0 1 -1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 
A- 167 
Table A - 7 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
J 
e )  Jupiter on Uranus 
OX DY DZ 
( I N  U N I T S  OF 1 0 + + ( - 1 6 ) )  
(TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY T I M E  I N  DAYS FRO@\ EPOCH 1850.0) 










0 -  
1752042  





7 4  
4 
, 223702749  
1748 158 


































NbZ NU I J /C05 ( I )  
(THE TERMS A K t  I N  U N I T S  (IF l L J + t ( - 6 )  SECOND5 OF ARC AND ARE TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY NitT 
wrlERE N=THE MLAN YOTIOtv OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T = T I M E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos SIN 
0 7 3 5 5 0  

























CDS S I N  
1920 0 
8 2 2 7 4  -783829 
1930 -18377 
6 8  -645 








-2 - 1  
cu5 




























Table A-7. (Cont. ) 
Periodic Terms 

























































































































































1 1  -2 
I2 -43 
-12 -43684 
















0 95825083 0 19068058 0 2050 0 
-3327194 14994864 2249651914 ’ 0 0 0 0 
41 -620 94852316 -V4728796 73939390 377715 -5768992 
4694639 -4698054 -265555 189416 -331298 20 -36 
106799 -107207 -218464 19648 -11932 2 -1 
-7834 7812 -17515 1340 18 0 0 
-1231 1236 -764 61 45 0 0 
-9 1 91 -4 1 4 0 0 





















































































































































































0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
3 4 0 0 
i n  109 0 0 
-494 2167 0 0 
-24972 43935 -3 5 
132006 -274877 14 -30 
4324984 4434128 465 477 
-1736479 -70b1954 -187 -760 
253 -734 2353506 -6828839 
2169803 -829575 233 -u9 
5157917 2365427 555 254 
-1369525 2333886 -147 251 
4465 18404 0 2 
-139 1019 0 0 
-20 43 0 0 
0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 


























































































































































































































































Table A - 7 .  (Cont. ) 
























































- 1  1 
- 1 v  
-‘I 
- 11 











I U  
I 1  
I Z  
- 1 L  
- I 1  
-10  





- 3  
- 2  
























1 1  
12 
-12 










- I  
0 
9 
I U  







































































I I h  


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A-7.  (Cont. ) 
f )  Saturn on Uranus 
I2 
- I2  





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- 3  
-2 





















- 5  -* 
-3 
-2 
























- 3  
-1  
-12 























-6 : l i  





Table A - 7 .  (Cont. ) 
f )  Saturn on Uranus 
N D t  NU 0 lLONG.1 
I1N UNITS OF 10+*(-41 SECDNDS OF ASCI------------ --_--_--*-_- 
CU5 
1 2  
-44 






































- 1 1  
15 
1 3  
13 































2 6  
37 
-4 
2 5  















S I N  
0 
62  

















































































1 3  
20 
7 


















































- I  
-9 
-4 1 














5 1 6  
732 






































































































5 0  
193  
























































4 3 3  








- 1  
-11 
15 
































































1 4 3 U 3 6 5  
1 2 5 b 4 6  
4389  




























I 1  
4 2  








































2 1  
9 


















2 5  
376 













































- 1  
- I  
2 




































- I  




























































































- 3  
-2 










1 1  -12 
11 -11  
11 - l u  
1 1  -9 
I 1  12 












































Table A-7. (Cont. ) 





























-3  2 
-1 0 
-1  0 
-12 6 
9 -29 




























Table A-7.  (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
f )  Saturn on Uranus 
DX DY DZ 
(1'4 UNITS OF 10+*1-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos SIN 
0 176457802 
1 4136281 




















































NDZ NU U / C 0 5  ( I )  
( T t i E  TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY h*T 
wHER€ N=T+IE M t A N  MOTION OF THE OISTURBED PLANET LRAD/DAY) AND T=TLML IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 
J cos S I N  cos SIN cus SIN 
0 



























































































Table A - 7 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic T e r m s  
g)  Neptune on Uranus 
cos SIN cos SIN cos 
-1197606 
0 





















































I I  
h54 
kb10 



















































































- 1 7 4  
-1114 

























































I l k 5  







. 1 2 n ~ 3  















J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
0 3  
u 4  
0 5  
0 6  
0 7  
0 8  











L O  
1 1  
I 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
I 7  
L a  











2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  
2 6  
2 7  












3 -1  
3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
3 4  
3 5  













4 -1  
4 0  
4 1  
6 2  
4 3  
4 4  
4 5  





















- 7  
0 








I 9  
-7 
2 
- 2 ~ 3 1 . ~ 6  



























































- 3 4 4 7 3 4  
-20159 












































































-1  I009637 




















31 8 926 














‘t s 3 6 n 7 7 2 
-inn 
- 2 1 0 1 3 8 8 6 7 h ~  -57459948807 
L I Z 0 9 5 5 1 6 0 5  1 3 3 7 6 7 ~ 8 8 7 1 0  
195209736C. 6307430762 
103290562 333229361 


















































- 3 8 4 a z n 7  
- 9 w n o  












I n 6  
7 1 l h  
LO255 









































































































- P I 4 6 2 6  
- 73253 






































































































































































Table A - 7 .  (Cont. ) 
5 0  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  
b -I5 
b -14 
6 -13  
b -12 








6 - 3  
b -2 
b - 1  
L O  
b l  
b 2  
b 3  

















1 0  
1 1  

















8 - 1  
8 0  
u 1  









































I 1  -16 
11 -11 
I 1  -14 
11 -13 


































































































































































































































































































































































- 1  









































































































































































































- i n  
n 

















































7 ? 5 R  
z i 4 n 5  
-37009 


















































- 3 1  
4 b  




















- I  
-15 
?5 






















































































































































































































Table A - 7 .  (Cont. ) 
g) Neptune on Uranus 
11 
I 1  
11 I
11 
I 1  
I 1  
I 1  
12 











































1 4  
14 






























I 6  
16 
16 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































~ 4 1 2  
691 6 
903  






































































-3  3 
4 -2 










































































































































































Neptune on Uranus 
NO? NU 0 l IOUR.1  0 IORIRI 
------------ILN UNllS OF 10l.(-Ll SEEON05 OF ARC)----------- I T N  UNITS OF in..t-wB 
X cos 51N COS SIN rns 51N c m  51N 
0 0 0 0 n -160 1151k5 2 m x 1  0 
1 -4 11631 -35495 -2311 0 4 -h?lR -416 
3 -5 -1  IO -3n7 -19 -?l  351 -115 
0 I -72 - 1  -? 3* -7 n 
2 -1h5 7810 -91 h -hO -6 556 - 3 9 8 4  -264 
5 0 0 -2  0 0 3 n - 1  
-5 0 0 
-6 -3 -2 
-3 -75 -k8 
-2 -5267 -3784 
0 -15625 -16001 
-1 - 2 ~ 5 2 4 2  -zoon++ 
1 -627 -41s 
2 -5 -6 
3 0 0 
L 0 0 
-1  0 0 
-6 3 -1 
-5 7 5  -26 
4 7217 -808 
-3 95692 -34131 
-2 8331511 -3060283 
-1  -29763004 920222k 
0 1169 2 3 4 9  
1 -6 32 
2 -2 1 
3 0 0 
4 n 0 
5 0 0 
-7 0 0 
-6 1 - 3  
- S  21 -91 
-4 649 -2873 
-2  87205 -171686 
- 1  -16k9 2883 
0 -2 5 
-3 3 7 2 0 ~  -139014 
- A  1 0 
- 7  1 2 
-* 4 1  66 
- 5  1033 1171 
-6 an229 38161 
- 3  3k7833 613415 
-2 -*91310 -1331681 
- 1  -319 -1063 
0 -5 -16 
1 0 -1  
2 0 0 
















































4 5 4 M  
-4111810 




























265518 -14t3r i  
... . 
-1 9 h 
.. . 
I L 5  -381 
I 1  -25 
1 - 7  
I 1  
21 I1 




7 0 5 8  
7 5 6  



























- I 4  
-271 
-3315 




4 7 5  -** 
-3  
0 






- A 6 7 5  














3 -1  
0 n 
-8 -1 0 0 2 -4 1 0 1 
6 32 -011 17 ? I,? 
-495 8 1  121  -858 1k3 24 147 
-5  -9693 v75 805 7660 - n w i  1135  1Rh 14h4 
-7  
-6 
4 7 4  - 3 ~ 6 0  
-3 ?7091 1 3 9 1  11125 -6397 214lb 150R 369 -1200 
-2 -678 -271 
-1 -6 -3 
0 0 0 
-26 8: 




l k 4  8 1  - i n  109 
5 0  6 -2  9 
3 0 0 I 
-9 0 0 
-8 1 -16 
-1 114 -251 
-6 1171 -3369 
-5 -h2611 1115 
-4 -3.11769 66194 
-3 111124 -49225 
-2 I14 -104 
-1 4 -3 
0 0 0 












8 1  



















5 0 5 s  4306 
1504 11866 
4 8 s  6 6 3  










3 1  
-1 

























4 7 1  
354 
-117 











-11 0 0 0 1 -1 0 
-10 -9 0 0 9 -15 -1 
-9 -9 1 -6 4 99 -175 -I1 
-8 -786 -125 -111 7151 -745 -110 
- 7  I110 404 327 4 7 b  900 3k5 
-6 -138s -133 -5n4 952  -1m6 -1023  
-5 -6371 -5302 -2096 2433 -6?10 -5089 
-4 52118 5913 -9851 974  49kB 5635 
-3 I 7  20 -55 I 4  ?1b 311 
-2 0 0 -51 51 19 20 




































-41 2 4 1 5  
-41 31  
-3 3 
0 0 



























I 1  -11 
11 -10 









































I4 -9  
14 -8 





























I 6  15 
16 I 6  
16 17 












































































































































































































Table A-7 .  (Cont. ) 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































I I  



















































































































































































Table A-7 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
g)  Neptune on Uranus 
ox DY 0 7  
(IN UNITS OF lO**I-lhl) 
( T O  RF MULTIPLIFD BY T I M E  IN DAYS FROM FPOCH 1850-0) 























































NDZ hrU u / m s  ( I I 
( T Y F  TFRMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO RE MlJLTIPllEl> R Y  hr*T 







































































- 2 7 7  














- 1  
1 
- i n  
cos 
10173 - 1444h4 
-37H6 



















































































J K  
0 0  
0 1  
Table A-8 .  Neptune 
Periodic  T e r m s  
a) Mercury on Neptune 
-25827 0 -2594 0 -1714 0 
1689156 38 -51 L689156 0 0 
2917 -2593 2593 2917 0 0 
0 -19 19 0 0 0 
56 -35 -35 -56 0 0 
-54 34 -34 -56 0 0 
4635 -2381 2337 2944 5434 5721 
-54 34 -34 -55 0 0 
6 -3 -4 -6 0 0 
-11 7 -7 -11 0 0 
-4662 2943 -2985 -4860 552 5133 
-11 7 -7 -11 0 0 
-3 2 -2 -3 
-1494 935 -947 -1529 




-412 257 -260 -419 15 16 
-110 69 -69 -112 3 3 
-29 18 -18 -30 0 0 
-7 5 -5 -8  0 0 
-1 2 0 -3 0 0 
U/COS( I )  
(10**(-4l SECONDS OF ARC) 





















NOZ NU 0 (LONb.) 0 LOG(RI 
( I N  U N I T S  OF 10*+(-4) SEC;lkOS OF ARC)------------ (IN UNITS OF 10++(-9)) ------------ 
cos S I N  cos S I N  cos SIN cos S1N 
0 0 116 0 
0 0 -1 0 
0 0 24 0 







Table A - 8 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
a)  Mercury on Neptune 
OX DY DZ 
( I N  U N I T S  OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY T I M E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
cos S I N  cos S I N  cus S I N  
191 0 -318 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 - 8 2  25 
-64 106 -106 -64 0 0 
0 1 -1 0 0 0 
NU If/cos ( I )NDZ 
( T d E  TtRMS ARE I N  U N I T S  OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY N*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DPY) AND T = T l M E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 


















































































































Table A - 8 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic  T e r m s  
b) Venus on Neptune 
-3  119SO 0 -4501 0 -881 0 0 0 
24350303 57 -96 24349839 0 0 0 0 
102411 -4500 4500 102409 0 -18 0 0 
654 -57 57 654 0 0 0 0 










75122 -47 -1122981 1120iii 74893 a5763 
-48 713 -713 -48 0 




















0 3 -3 0 2 
NDZ NU 0 (LONG.) --_-__--__-_ ( I N  U N I T S  OF lo**(-4) SECONDS OF ARC)------------ 







- 2  0 0 
-1 77 5 







0 - L  1 0 
5 -77 77 5 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
6309 6 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 D 0 
0 0 0 
22 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
D LOGIR)  
( I N  U N I T S  OF 10**(-9)1 












Table A-8 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
b) Venus onNeptune 
DX DY DZ 
( I N  U N I T S  OF 10*+(-16)1 
(TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY T I M E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
cos S1N cos SIN cus S I N  
-10 0 -424 0 L1 0 
0 0 0 0 -1618 -11 
3 141 -141 3 -7 0 
0 2 -2 0 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos l I )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN U N I T S  OF lo**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY N*T 
WHERE N=THE N t A N  MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T = T I M k  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 























































































Table A - 8 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic Terms 
(c) Earth on Neptune 
0 -397035 0 -15943 0 
1 30226354 205 -337 30225879 
2 117318 -15940 15939 311317 
3 661 -189 189 661 






0 0 0 
0 0 0 
4 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-3 24 -36 -36 -24 0 0 0 0 
-2 1724 -2658 -2664 -1728 0 0 0 0 
-I -413 637 -670 -435 0 0 0 0 
1 -421 650 -649 -421 0 0 0 0 
2 -2 4 -4 -2 0 0 0 0 
0 1280598 -1973904 1975733 1281262 47050 -82237 3 -6 
-3 0 -3 -3 0 0 0 0 0 
-2 14 -22 -22 -14 0 0 0 0 
-1 -7 10 -11 -7 0 0 0 0 
0 7636 -11769 11786 7643 395 -690 0 0 
1 -7 11 -11 -7 0 0 0 0 
0 57 -88 88 57 5 -9 0 0 
J K  
0 0  
0 1  
I -2 
1 -1 
1 0  
2 - 1  
NO 7. NU D (LONG.) 0 LOG(R) 
(IN UNITS OF 10**(-4j SECONDS OF ARC)------------ (IN UNITS OF 10**(-911 ------------ 















1 0 1 -1 2 1 0 0 
135 88 88 -136 135 88 19 -29 
-2 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 -1 1 1 0 0 
A- 185 
Table A - 8 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
c)  E a r t h  on Neptune 
DX DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cus SIN 
0 -69 0 -966 0 -2 0 
1 0 1 1 0 136 2 4 6 4  
2 2 3  322 -322 2 3  0 10 
3 0 4 -4 0 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE OISTURBLD PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH) 





























































































J K  
0 0  
0 1  
0 2  
0 3  
0 4  
1 -3 
1 -2 
1 - 1  
1 0  
1 1  
2 -3 
2 -2 
2 - 1  
2 0  
2 1  
3 -2 
3 0  
4 0  
5 0  
J K  
0 0  
0 1  
1 -1 
Table A-8.  (Cont. ) 
Periodic Te rms  
d)  Mars onNeptune 
-46522 0 15967 0 1314 0 
3185320 -224 319 3185362 0 0 
7683 15964 -15964 7684 1 -9 
-65 134 -134 -65 0 0 
-1 0 0 -1 0 0 
4 6 6 -4 0 0 
177 486 486 -177 
-23 -64 69 -2 5 




-24 65 -65 -24 0 0 
-1 2 2 1 0 0 
8 22 22 -8 0 0 
-2 -5 6 -2 0 0 
5890 16113 -16157 5853 -429 834 
-2 -6 6 -2 0 0 
0 2 2 0 









U K O S  ( I ) 
(10**1-4) SECONDS OF ARC) 


















5 0 0 
0 0 0 
NOZ NU 0 (LONG.) 0 LOGtRI ------------ ( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-4l SECONDS OF ARC)------------ ( I N  UNITS OF 10+*1-91) 
cos S I N  cos S I N  cos SIN cos SIN 
0 0 219 0 
0 0 -1 2 
0 0 46 0 
0 0 0 0 
-27 10 10 28 -27 10 2 6 
2 -1 -1 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 
A-  187 
Table A-8.  (Cont. ) 
Secular  T e r m s  
d) M a r s  on Neptune 
DX DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-161) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850 .0 )  
J cos S I N  CDS S I N  COS S I N  
0 162 0 -191 0 8 0 
1 0 0 0 1 -601 538  
2 -54  64 -64 -54  -3 2 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I )  
(THE TERMS ARE IN UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
WERE N=THE MkAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAYI AND T=TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 





























































































































































































































































Table A-8 .  (Cont. ) 
Periodic  Te rrns 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table A-8. (Cont. f 
e )  Jupiter on Neptune 


















































































































































































Table A - 8 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
e)  Jupiter on Neptune 
DX DY DZ 
( I N  UNITS OF 10**(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cos S I N  
0 5795606 0 373314 0 101279 0 
1 24655 -529 -529 41092 -7935553 8696480 
2 -1931589 -124434 124429 -1931519 -33758 36995 
3 -24652 -1588 1588 -24651 -215 236 
4 -280 -18 18 -280 -2 2 
5 -3 0 0 -3 0 0 
NDZ NU UJ/COS ( I 1 
(THE TERMS ARE I N  UNITS OF 10**(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N*T 
WHERE N=THE MEAN MOTION OF THE DISTURBED PLANET (RAD/DAY) AND T=TIME I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH) 












































































Table A-8.  (Cont. ) 
Per iodic  T e r m s  





































































0 -83552147 0 -50624585 0 
1 3075417509 1330384 -392569 3076112065 
2 -31204001 -50634212 50637397 -31216052 
3 -552388 794489 -794643 -552367 
4 17124  6911  -6910 17126 
5 5 -302 302 5 





78  -36 














-3  3646741 
-2 17954941 
-1 -1961451 




























































-1 -1  
-3  7 













-6 -5257 -7438 -7436 5257 
-5 -86706 130145 130144 86712 
-4 2319064 575979 576450 -2319297 































-2 189911 229718 102283 173854 
- I  -199945 -3  113401 31 11702 -196226 





















-4 1 21 
0 -4 
-1967 -3713 
























-3  -4  




















































































































2 104 -208 
112312 105418 
-5 -6 
-10 -7 -3 
-9 3 138 
-8 1963 -679 
-7 -14400 -19112 
-6 -96832 129787 
-5 -45861 1857 
-4 -11587 5850 
-3 -4169 37 
-2 -549 -459 
-1 -9  -78 









45 1 -563 
7 8  -9 













































5 1 0  -6 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 
A- 192 
Table A - 8 .  (Cont. ) 
f )  Sa turn  on Neptune 
6 -10 34 
6 -9 229 
6 -8 -6318 
6 -7 6309 
6 -6 -9054 
6 -5 -1955 
6 -4 -831 
6 -3 -229 
b -2 -25 
6 -1 0 
6 0  330 







































































-28 0 0 
7 -10 -67 
7 -9 -1201 
7 -8 7582 
7 -7 467 
7 -6 -145 
7 -5 -8 3 
7 -4 -52 
1 -3 -12 
7 -2 -1 
7 0  20 
7 9  -2 








































































n -io 18 
n -9 1764 
8 -8 992 























8 -6 19 
8 -5 -2 
b -4 -3 
8 0  1 
8 9  2 


























































9 -10 313 
9 -9 1297 
9 -8 60 
9 -7 20 
9 -6 6 
9 -5 0 
9 8  0 
9 9  -18 


































10 -10 621 
10 -9 -353 
10 -8 35 
10 -7 5 
10 8 -4 
10 9 -136 












































Table A-8. (Cont. ) 










































































NDZ NU D (LONG.) 





































































































































































































































































A- 1 94 
Table A - 8 .  (Cont. ) 
Secular Terms 
f )  Saturn on Neptune 
DX DY DZ 
(IN UNITS OF 10*+(-16)) 
(TO BE MULTIPLIED BY TIME IN DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos SIN cos SIN cus S I N  
0 -19867317 0 8077890 0 146214 0 
1 -84518 -11455 -11455 -140866 -11456401 -7839446 
2 6621480 -2692533 2692435 6621241 -48736 -33349 
3 84506 -34362 34361 84505 -311 -213 
4 959 -390 390 959 -2 -2 
5 11 -4 4 11 0 0 
NDZ N U  u/cos ( I f 
(THE TERMS ARE IN U l v I T S  OF 10+*(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND ARE TO BE MULTIPLIED BY N * T  






















































































Table A - 8 .  (Cont. ) 
Per iodic  T e r m s  
g) Uranus on Neptune 
6 COS SIN cos S1N cos SI v l  cos SIN 
0 -28736285 0 16013978 0 3201834 0 220 0 
2 45910542 -48797045 48704556 46062461 -2598074 1176864 -17b 81 
3 109338 -1467281 1469944 117064 -52802 125233 -4 9 
4 -64909 -44750 45163 -64754 3236 7020 0 U 
5 -4976 1419 -1396 -4987 476 143 0 0 
7 14 24 -24 14 0 -2 0 0 
n 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
L 652395496 -2057818 -4140259 652948802 0 0 0 0 















































































































































































































-8 7488 _- . "I _ _ .  --, 
-7 524897 105876 105796 -524806 232 2653 0 0 
-6 52484807 15229975 15230079 -5248237b 69163 38277 5 3 
-5 4120292595 2205735862 2105745267 -6120175549 7814663 125655 536 9 
-4 7470940319 -3521326625 -3545766276 -7457684064 -5511645 3245259 -378 2 2 3  
-3 -7164033798 -1353552502 3590490574 -6331440000 -156491 202735531 -11 13912 
-2 -A731478558 1253229206 -1248347738 -2740224830 
19168043 -129254399 129229842 18709857 -1 
0 -10252524 -17749029 17743713 -10261906 
1 00913 -34826 33532 81133 
2 4173 -5338 5300 4231 
3 -98 -531 530 -97 
4 -48 -25 24 -49 
5 -7 3 -4 -7 






7 2 5  





















2 54 5 
35 1  - 3 8 1  
-8 -56 



























































































































-66 - 7 1  
-207 -27 
-4 2 





































































































































Table A-8 .  (Cont. ) 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 0 0 
3031 3612 
-4530 324 
-18 9 -17 -3624 3022 1 8 4  -44 19 6 -67 -1 -166 0 0 0 0 
A- 197 







































I 1  -11 
I 1  -16 
I 1  -15 
I 1  -1’. 
11 -13 
I L  -12 
1 1  -11 
1 1  -10 
I 1  -9 





I 1  -3 
11 17 
I t  1n 
12 -10 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A- 1 9 8  
Table A - 8 .  (Cont. ) 
g )  Uranus on Neptune 
15  -13 
15 -12 










































































































I 6  -18 
I 6  -17 
16 -16 
I6 -15 





































































































































































I 7  -9  
17 -8 


























































































































































1 M  -13 
18 -11 
I b  -10 

































































18 1 1  


























































18  16 
I 8  17 
18 18 
A- 199 
Table A - 8 .  (Cont. ) 
g) Uranus on Neptune 
NOZ NU 0 (LONG.) 
------------(IN UNITS OF 10+*(-4l SECONOS OF IRCl------------ 
0 L36(R)  























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-7 L 14 
-95 138 
34 220 


























































Table A - 8 .  (Cont. ) 









































































































1 1  -15 
11 -14 
11 -13 
I 1  -12 
I 1  -11 
11 -10 
11 -9 








































































































































- I  
-1 
0 

























































































































































































































Table A-8.  (Cont. ) 
Secular T e r m s  
g)  Uranus on Neptune 
DX DY DZ 
( I N  U N I T S  OF lO+*L-16)) 
(TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY T I M E  I N  DAYS FROM EPOCH 1850.0) 
J cos S I N  c3s S I N  CUS S I N  
0 -49321389 0 -48834 193 0 140537 0 
1 -209422 69835 60666 -349308 -11011604 27775318 
2 16438083 16277480 -16276891 16437488 -46843 118157 
3 209790 207732 -207729 209786 -299 754 
4 2380 2357 -2356 2380 -2 6 
5 26 26 -26 26 0 0 
NDZ NU u/cos ( I 1 
(THE TERMS ARE I N  U N I T S  OF 10*+(-6) SECONDS OF ARC AND AKE TO BE M U L T I P L I E D  BY N+T 













1 1  -6 








20 -3  












































S I N  
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